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STUBBLEFIELD MARGIN LOSS IS NOW 94
Integrity Of Logan Vote Is
Established; Votes Are Valid
The integrity of the Logan
County ballot was decided yes-
terday atternoon, by Judge Earl
Osborne. He ruled that court
could find no positive evidence
of tampering with the Logan
County vote. It was postrible he
said, that someone could have
tarripened with the loam, since
opportunities had been present-
Judge Osborne had said that
he wbutd withhold ho oiling on
the integrity of the ballot untd
the buttes had been opened.
Attorney Wells Coverbey asked
that the ruling be made before
the boxes were opened .9(1 Judge
Osborne ruled that the votes
would be considered valid and
the integrity unquestioned.
Witnesaes were .heard from
...ogan County during the after-
noon and about 330 the actual
counting of ballots was begun.
Five precincts were counted
yesterday and the recount in
those five inchcated that Frank
Albert Stubblagarld's margin over
Gregory was cut by 14 omore
votes.
Lawyers fir , Gregory went
over each Stubblefield
seeking we reason
to have lit nullified by the court.
Stubblefield's lawyers checked
all Gregory votes closely also,
hoping to offset the Stubble-
field kones.
Since Stubblefieki won over-
wheingingly in Logan County,
most of the votes in each pre-
cinct were ins, thus e%
Gregory lawyers greater odds in
/Finding faulty baaots.
Tipton Reed of Mayfield car-
ried most of the load for the
Gregory representation, as he
has all during the hearings. At
one tirne he objected to 38
votes in one Logan County pre-
cinct because they had been
marked with a pencil instead of
the usual cross in ink, supplied
by election officials.
o. Judge Osborne over-ruled this
ellobjection however and allowed
tne votes to stand as counted.
As the hearing got underway
yesterday afternoon about 1:30,
Edward Price. Logan County
Rtrerhtt took the stand. He told
the court that he had checked
the locks on all the boxes that
he had handled and that the
ballot 'boxes were placed in 'he
Nati of the count houaie when
ethe count ended. He said he saw
'One lock on one box open two
days later When he was in the
court , house.
}le said he unck.ratodi some
guards had been placed on the
boxes. but that he did not know
Who had 'fared them. He also
said that many people were
around the boxes in the hall
after the votes were counted.
a Mrs. James C. Lyon, member
of the election conanission testi-
4oki that all supplies were
placed back in the ibalitht boxes
after the counting and that the
box were placed in the hall
of the court house.
'Lawrence Forgee. el e-Cl. o n
COMIllYiSgiOner ,sait that all boxes
he handled werF—locked after
the vote count and that the
boxes were stacked in the hall
IP next to the court morn.
Batley Gunn, County Court
WEATHER
REPORT
DOWN
\\\, „id Live
Sy United Press International
Southwest Kentucky - Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
a fnw widely scattered thunder
showers today, tonight and Satur-
day. arrgh today in mid-80s, low
tonight in mid-60,s•...
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures-
Covington 62. Louisville 64, Pa-
Micah 67, Bowling Green 60,
Lexington 62, London 63 and
Hopkinsville 64.
Clerk testified that the Logan
County Courthouse had no vault
in it and that it was customary
In Stack the boxes in the hall
after a vote count. He told the
court he had hired guanda only
one time during his' term of
office and that was last year
during a county election. The
request for guards had benmade
at that time, he and.
Some guards were on duty in
the Primary' Election ha said,
but he did not know who had
placed them there. He told the
court that he kept the keys to
the vent flaps of the boxes In
a drawer in his office which is
unlocked at all times.
He aiso told under question-
ing by Tipton Reed that he al-
ways delivered the boxes to the
poll's with the . vent Slap un-
locked. This vent flap when
looked, prevents anything being
placed in the ballot box. It'
nonnially is unlocked and open
during an elections, 90 that bal-
lots may be placed in the ballot
box.
. The vent flaps were not lock-
clown at any time to his know-
ledge, he testified. He told At-
torney Tipton Reed that he had
"about a hand fun" of vent
flap keys in his posit:Eon.
He said that he had no know-
ledge of any tampering with
the ballot boxes. Gunn said
that it was his normal proce-
duae to sent the boxes to the
polls eitath vent flaps unlocked,
iglesaltillatield a ttioney's brought,
otst the fact that Gunn did nil
have enough morn in his office
to store the ballot boxes. The
boxes atayed for two days in
the hall. Gusto leittliesd, then
were moved into the office of
the Cincuat Court Clerk, Ernest
Williams.
Williams had been subpoened
by the court, but /lawyers for
Stubblefield said he was slick
in bed. They also. pointed out
that a special court order was
necessary Ito bring him into
(Continued on Page 4)
Murray Training
Chapter Of FHA
Presented Award
Trujillo, Jr.
Fails In Diploma
May Charge
'Housewife On
, Icebox Charge
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Lt.
Gen. Rafael Trujillo Jr., playboy
son of the Dominican dictator,
has been denied a diploma from
a U.S. Army Staff School, the
Army revealed today.
Reis. Charles B. Brownson (R-
ind.) said the Army had reported
tc him that the young Dominican
general. "did not successfully
complete the course" at the Com-
mand and General Staff College
at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
"Therefore, he will not be
Issued a certificate of graduation
but will be given a certificate of
attendance only," the Army said
in a letter to Brownson.
ALL oow also° o had, questioned
whether Trujillo cottld qualify
for his diploma afternreading
that he got a leave 'of absence
for a minor operation and wound
up resting in Hollywood, Calif.
where he gave lavish gifts to
movie actresses Kim Novak and
Zsa Zsa Gabor.
Brownson said he doubted that
an American officer "who con-
ducted himself in similar fashion,
such as giving away sport cars
and expensive fur coats, would
be graduated."
He said he had received from
Maj. Gen, J. H. Michelis, chief
of Army legislative liaison, word
that Trujillo would not graduate.
Michaelis did not specify the
reason.
The Murray Training Chapter
of FHA was presented an award
of Merit at the State meeting
held at Bowling Green. Ky. in
recognition of its work during
the year 1957-1958. in becoming
an Honor Roll Chapter.
The Murray Training Chapter
had a rating of 252 points, the
highest possible number. There
were only 3 other chapters in
the State reaching this goal.
This success is due to the out-
standing work of all of the
chapter members and its eleven
afficers which are as follows:
Benita Maddox, President; Sarah
Crick, First Vice President; Kay
Miller. Second Vice President;
Frankie Jo Clark, Secretary; Bet-
ty Thomas, Treasurer; Janice
Suiter, Historian; Clara Mae Hut-
son. ParliamEntarian; Meredith
Farley. Recreation Leader; Sonja
Jones, Songleader; Phyllis Gibbs.
Reporter, Wanda Tun, Devotional
Leader; and Miss Inez Haile,
Local Advisor,
Tappan Pays 35
Cents Share Dividend
Sam B. Crutcher
Hurt In Accident
MANSFIELD, Ohio —The Tap-
pan Company announced a sec-
ond-quarter dividend of 35 cents
per share payable June 20 on
shares outstanding on June 9th,
1958.
This is the 124th consecutive
dividend declared by the Tappan
Company.
Kirksey Methodists
Plan Bible School
The annual Vacation Bible
School will been at the Kirk-
scy Methodist Church ors Mon-
day June 18 at 1:30 o'clock.
lefi nide rgart ens through the in-
termediate age children. AU
children in the community are
welcome to 3-heritl.
Sam B. Crutcher. age 24, is
in satisfactory condition following
an accident at 9th and Sycain
streets yesterday in which tie
received a compound fracture of
the right lower leg
He was riding a motorcycle
at the time and in some manner
had an accident. No other vehicle
was involved.
Crutcher is employed by Fred
Gibbs and lives at 2121,1 Irvan
Street.
Benita Maddox
1st Vice-President
For State Group
At the 13th annual meeting
of the Kentucky Association of
Future Homemakers of America,
Benito Maddox was elected First
Vice President of , t he State
Organization.
Benita is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Benny Maddox of Route
For the past year Benita has
been President of the Murray
Training Chapter of FHA and
Paducah District Recreation
Leader.
Befits and her 'advisor, Miss
Inez Haile, will be attending the
National FHA Convention at
Kansas City, Missouri, July 7-11.
DMS Students In
Army Newspaper
The Second Army Sentinel,
Friday June 6 is5111.1e carried the
nornes of the Distinguiah,ed
Students of the Munray
State College ROTC unit. '
The army publication pubtish-
ed for two Frurs each moron,
carried the names of Fred L.
Wakoors, von of Mr. and Mrs.
Greene 0. Wilson, Kenneth B.
Ant lack. Lindsey M. Freeman,
Bob W. Garner, Jahn E. King,
Michael K. Lane, Donnie G.
Lawson, Larry R. Manurin, Ar-
chie D. Pollock. Jr. William 0.
Price. Jr. and. Charles D. Wade.
Red Cross Swimming
Class Will Begin
VENICE, Ill. (UPI) — Police
today considered possible charges
against a housewife whose old,
abandoned icebox became a death
vault for two youngsters.
The youngsters, Bobby L ee
Loving, 7, and Sandra Waggoner,
5, were found suffocated in the
icebox Thursday after they had
been missing for seven hours.
Two playmates, Bobby's sister,
Ruby, 7, and Sandra's sister,
Yvonne, 8, each blamed the other
for "locking them up" in the
icebox.
Police said the children ap-
arently crawled into the  icebox
while playing.
Police Chief Robert Trower
said he would talk with Harry
Hartman. Venice city attorney,
to determine what charges might
be placed against the icebox's
owner, Mrs. Peggy Bell.
Police said Mrs. Bell recently
moved from the neighborhood
and left the box in the basement
of her aunt's home.
A beginner's siwiturning class
for children will start at the
Kentucky 'Stale Park Monday
Morning, June 16. 'Phis class will
be sponsored by the local chap-
ter of the American Red Cross
Classes begin each morning.
Monday through Friday, at 9:00
oral run until 11:00 until the
course is completed.
These interested ,(in having
their chikken mantled in the
swami' rig course are asked to
call Mos. Joe Pace at the Red
Cross office tomorrow (Satur-
day) morning.
Local GOC Will
Operate On Sunday
The Calloway County Ground
Observer Corps will operate the
Observation Tower on Sunday,
June 15th, between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The tower will be served by
Group No. 1 commanded by Buell
Stalls. The teams participating
will be as follows:
—7 a.m. to 9 a.m. — Junior
Chamber of Commerce,- Ed. D.
Fereon, Captain,
a.m. to 11 a.m. — Alpha
Department, Murray Woman's
Club, Mrs. Edwin Larson, Cap-
tain.
—11 a.m. to I p.m. --Tidop
46 Boy Scouts, Cleo Sykes, Cap-
tain.
—1 p.m. to 3 p.m. — Garden
Department, Murray Woman's
Club, Mrs. J. B. Wilson, Captain.
The Calloway County Ground
Observer Corps operates once a
month, every third Sunday, as
it is operating on a stand-by
baso.
New Telephone Buildings Are
Near Completion In Murray
Pictured here is the new au-
tomatic deal off ice building of
Southern Bell Telepihone Com-
pany at the corner of Seventh
and Olive Streets in Murray.
Western Electric equipment in-
stallers are new busy placing
the latest type dial switches for
, the converrom of Murray tele-
phones to dial in the Fall.
The latest dial system, called
cross-tsar. is another step to-
ward the dialing of long dis-
tance calla by the subscribers in
Murray Also. Murray will be
placed on the nationwide num-
Shown under construction are
the new quarters to One busi-
ness office of Southern Bell Tel-
ephone and Telegraph Company
in Murray at 604 Olive Street.
'Phis building, just behind the
new dial office building, will
also house offices of the local
plant Loves, with truck parking
space at the rear.
Southern Bell plain to move
its place for business tranac-
tions with the Cornparry to this
new locatcon on June 30th.
One feature of the new office
which will please Murray tele-
Man &tier
After Found
Semi-Conscious
A. L. Chambers is reported to
be in "satisfactory" condition at
the Murray General Hospital this
afternon. He has been a patient
there since Tuesday night, when
he was admitted suffering with
lacerations of the right forehead
and chin, a, fractured right hip
and multiple' bruises.
Mr. Chambers was discovered
in a semi - conscious condition
about 8:30 Tuesday night in the
lest of -the- new Wilding
being erected for the Southern
Bell Telephone Company on
Olive Street. Mr. Earnest Crider,
who lives just across the street
from the new building, heard
cries for help, and upon investi-
gation, discovered Mr. Chambers,
he told police.
Foul play was feared earlier,
but Chief Charlie Marr said
this morning that there was no
evidence to support this. Mr.
Chambers told police that he
could not remember what had
happened to him. He said that
the last thing he remembered
was sitting in his office in the
telephone bolding when he was
going over some papers there.
He is employed as an installation
supervisor by Western Electric.
Mr. Chambers said that he
apparently "blacked out" and
somehow managed to fall from
the porch, which is about 8
feet high. As Chambers apparent-
ly had not been robbed, Chief
rag said that he also belielled
e Incident to be accidental.
Mr. Chambers had been in
Murray only a short while prior
to the accident. He lives in
Winchester, Tennessee, and was
working here in Murray in con-
nection with the building under
construction on Olive Street.
boring systern called the "2-6"
numbering plan. Telephone num-
bers will consist of the first two
letters of the office name, which
in Murray Will be PLAZA, and
five digits. A typical Murray
number would be PLAZA 3-
9011. This number could be
called by dialing P-L-3-9-0-1-1.
Almon all of the telephone in-
trurnents in Murray have been
cheriged to dial, and the new
business office will be ready for
,occupency about July 1, ac-
cording to Forest Riekile, local
Manager.
phone subscribers is an off-
street parking facihty to the left
of the building.
Also, a new feature in the
building is a night depository for
phone statements at any time
when the 'bust nem odMce is
closed. Envelops will be pro-
vided 90 that subeacribers can
drop these pa yrnentts into the
depository near the front en-
trance of the ,buildling.
Forest Riddle, local Manager,
is looking forward to the move
to the spacious new quarters, and
he invites Murray residents to
visit the new location.
- • ..-__'_— - *. is1...1.91111MSTMMIPM4.1.•".
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Mr. And Mrs. Pogue
Accept Positions
Leon Pogue is attending sum-
mer school at the University of
Misnotari where he is qualifying
for guidance and cousehng. He
and Mrs. Pogue have accepted
teaching positions at Ghigicothe
High Ochool, Chilihrothe, Miss-
ouri.
Mr. Pogue will be the person-
nel director and Mrs. Pugue will
teach commence.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
United Press International
KENTUCKY - Tempera tures
for the five - day period, Sat-
urday through Wednesday, will
avorage from two to four de-
grees above the normal ,of 75
Only minor day-to-day charges
are expected throughout the
period. '
Loses 34 In 14 Precincts
Of Logan County Vote Recount
The recount of the Logan
County vote continued today at
9/0', after the court had counted
five of the Logan precincts yes-
terday afternoott
A total of 14 precincts out
of 27 were counted by 12:00 this
afternoon and the unofficial re-
sults indicate that Frank Albert
Stubblefield's margin of 432 votes
is lowered by 34 votes in Logan
County.
The official court_ record for
Marshall County indicates that
Stubblefield's margin in the Mar-
shall County vote. _completed yes-
terday, dropped 60 votes.
Stubblefield won over Noble
J. Gregory for the office of
United States Representative by
a total margin of 432 votes.
Stubblefield's vote was 16,302 and
Gregory's vote was 15,870, in the
district as a whole.
The 60 vote margin loss in
Marshall County and the 34 vote
margin loss thus far in Logan
County gives Stubblefield a total
margin loss thus far of 94, which
reduces his winning margin to
338.
Arnhe count proceeded today
Gregory lawyers objected to a
number of ballots primarily for
being marked in pencil, all of
which were overruled.
The vote count stopped at noon
today and did not resume until
2:00 p.m. this afternoon.
The Logan County ballots were
counted in the following under
yesterday and today.
Number 18 Schoehoh pre-
cinct, Gctiuge. soloed pipe vote
and Stubblefiekl loot one vote.
Gregory 2. Stuibblefield 128.
Gregory lawyers objected to 24
unsigned Fccenti a ry--- stubs, and
24 baleen: marked in pencil_ This
was overruled.
Number 24, Auburn precinct.
Gregory gained 7 votes and
Stubblefield lost 5. Two Stub-
blefield votes were objected to
because the facsimile of the
clerk's signature was not print-
ed on the back. This was cries'-
ruled. One Gregory vote was
objected to. Thaa was overruled.
Thirty-eight Stubblefield votes
wore objected to because they
were marked by a pandit This
was overruled. Gregory Lawyers
also objected that some sterna-
Itures of J. A. Dour, election
clerk aid not allegedly corres-
pond. 'Ibis was overruled. This
occurred in sevonal precinnts.
Gregory 23, Stubblefield 162.
Number 7, Oakville precinct.
Stubblefield gained 1 vote. In
this and other precincts Gregory
La wyers objected to ballets
marked with a pencil and they
were all overrulled by Judge
Osborne. Gregory 7, Stubble-
field 63.
Nurriber 13, Olnistead pre-
cinct, Stubblefield gained 1 vote.
In this anti other precincts Gre-
Land Acquisition Schedule
Projected For Barkley Dam
Today Coined Eugene J. Station,
District Eriginer of the Nashville
District Corps of Engineers, U.
S. Army, announced a tentative
Nig range acquisition program
for the Barkley Project so that
property owners may have some
indication at to when their lands
will be needed for the project.
Colonel Stoma .stated that the
land acquisition program is
geared principally to the needs
of the various construction pro-
grams such as reservoir clearing,
road and rlillroad reification,
anal relocation of electric power
lines, telephone lines, and cem-
eteries.
Under present project plans,
the first closure on the dam
Is scheduled in the Stemma- of
1962, This closure will im-
pound water to elevation 330, or
slightly above. The closure can-
riot be made, however, until the
reservoir area nom the dam
site to Look and Dam D near
Dover, Tennessee is cleared of
timber arid other (obstructions.
Even though the impoundmerk
will reach only the 330 contour,
timber clearing operations will
&Any lawyers objected to two
ballots where the facsimile of
the clerkn Signature had not
been printed. This occurs where
the printer picks 'up two ballots
to be printed instead of one,
thus leaving only one of the
two balldts handled, with the
clerk's signature printed on the
back. Gregory 49, Stubblefield
80.
Numbest 15, Gordoneville pre-
cinct, Stubblefield lost two votes.
Gregory 6, Stuilsiblefield 30.
Number 1, Russeaville pre-
cinct, Gregory- two votes
arid Stuirbleftekl gained one.
Crregory 28, Stubblefield 24.
Number 3, Russellville pre-
mien Gregory gained six votes
and Stubblefield lost five votes.
Gregory 29, Stubbleftebd 120.
Number 4, Russellville pre-
cinct, Gregory lost one vote
and Stubblefield lost six. Greg-
ory 43, Stubblefield 116.
Number 5. Rosoellaille pre-
(Continued on Page 3)
extend upward to approximate
elevation 359, whit-ti is the Sum-
mer operating pool of the reser-
voir. This means that the land
rights neceona ry for clearing
operation will need to be ac-
quired by not later than Jan-
uary 1902. Colonel Storm point-
ed out that any long range
schedule of this nature is in-
fluenced by many donituigen-
cies suc'h as the availability of
funds.' weather conditions, and
cont'ractor's poogress at the dam
site, arid therefore, and schedule
that may be announced will be
suibj act to change through the
development crf circumstances not
forseen at this time.
The acquisition program for
the next 16 months can be pre-
dicted fairly' well. During this
period, it 'is planned to acquire
the lards and properties located
between the dam sight and river
mile 45 just above Eddyville on
the right bank of the river, in-
cluding the affected properties
in the ,cities of Kuttawa and
Eddyviille. Under the immediate
pogram, which wilt be of in-
(Continued on Page Two)
Al Hewett
Selected For
Philmont
Al Hewett Production Clerk at
Murray Manufacturing Co. in
Mu star anti Scoutmaster of is
rural Scout Troop at South Plea-
sant Grove, has been choeen as
the recipient of a special Schol-
arship to the Volunteer Training
Center at Philmont Scout Rands
in New Mexico. Hewett has bee.
a Scoutmaster slightly over a
year, and during that time hill
group of six farm boys has
grown to more than twenty.
South Pleasant -Grave is a cross-
roads community, and Hewett's
troop is strictly a Rural troop.
The Scholarship is provided by
the Rural Scouting Service of
the Boy Scouts of America to
one outstanding Rural Scoutmas-
ter 'in each of the twelve regions
of America, and includes a week
of vacation anal training for the
man and his wife. Rural leaders
from all over America will be
together during the week to
exchange experiences and ideas
and receive the latest techniques
and methods from America's top
Scouting Trainers.
In addition to Hewett and his
wife, there will be four other
couples from West Kentucky to
attend the Volunteer Training
center this summer, and a group
of thirty two Explorer Scouts
and three leaders will also go
from here. Philmont Scout Ranch
is located in Northeast New
Mexico in the Rocky Mountains
and contains 127.000 acres of
rugged timber and mountain val-
ley land. Elk. mountain sheep.
antelope, deer and other wild
game abound on the ranch and
the streams abound with Moun-
tain trout. More than 14,000
young men and leaders fromfall
over Omerica will enjoy this
Western paradise this summer.
Tim Heilala. President of the
Four Rivers Council. Boy Scouts
of America said, "We're proud
of this youpng man and know
that he will bring back a great
deal that will be helpful to other
leaders here in West Kentucky
and Tennessee."
To make your vacation
a perfect one, all you
have to do is phone
55
an,d have the
LEDGER & TIMES
sent to your vacation ad-
dress.
. t•• '
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FR1DAY — JUNE 13, 1958
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New City Hall and Gas Building  $120,000
Sewer Plant Expansion '-  $125,000
New School Buildings  $110,000
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Professional Consultation
IMPRpVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
I live, yet not I but Christ. Gal. 2:20.
We regard Paul as the greatest mortal
man, greatest certainly in influence. The sec-
ret was that Christ ruled his life utterly.
as
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
On Thursday night. June 3, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
_ Smotherman of Hazel Route 1. gave an ice cream supper
honoring their son. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smotherman
and family and Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Smotherman,
: also Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Smotherman and Wren
Smotherman.
The Day-Nite Lunch. operated by Workman Br.,
- is receiving exterior decorations.
Charles Lamb. son of GUS Lamb, has enlisted in the
I
Navy and is located now'. at San Diego. Calif. Charles
has been the Courier-Journal agent in Murray for the
past two years.
William Hunt. of Cottage Grove. Tenn., has recently
f purchased the interest of Walker and Emerson in the
7! Shell Service Station, Sixth and Main Street.
Mrs. Eddie Roberts and Miss Mary Duska attended
a convention of the Seventh Day Adventist in Chatta-
I nooga last week.
THE RAY MYERS SHOW
Beginning This Friday and Saturday
AMATEUR NIGHT Each FRIDAY
Fun and Prizes! .A Watch to the Best Amateur!
SQUARE 'DANCE AFTER SHOW
TEEN-AGE SHOW Each SATURDAY
ROCK & ROLL! ROUND DANCE!
•••• LEDGER Tana, - MURRAY,„ KENTUCKY
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CAN CHRISTMAS TIE TAlt AWATT—An antlere
d elder In the reindeer family at New York's Bronx
ionsizes up an uffspring, teem:bring perhaps, if the baby 
eat be In shape fur those lung hauls a
Clertat.nlis Urns 
( U PI Photo
Show Caution
In Label,
Scientist
By DELOS SMITH
NEW YORK (UPI) — Discuss-
the perilous scientific business
of testing children for intelligence
child psycholoipst has warned all
so engaged to show "the utmost
caution" in labeling any child
mentally defective.
Dr. Lucille Hollander Clum
estimated that perhaps 15 per
cent of 'elle children so labeled,
turn out later not to be at all.
Indeed, some -turn out to have
superior intelligence. To protect
themselves from overwhelming
demands, they put on the mask
of stupidity.
These children are pitfalls for
the psychologist because he has
no reliable', technical means of
unmasking them. They're "pseu-
do-retarded" rather than actually
retarded, but so far this correct
diagnosis has been made "only
et retrospect."
Sets Forth Experience
In a communication to the
National Association for Mental
Health._ Dr. Blum set forth her
own experience with "defective"
. children who turned out not to
be. In almost all cases they
either were adopted children or
the children of families in which 
so disturbed that their intelli-
gence can't be accurately measur-
ed by psychological tests. At
least it can be readily spotted
that they're not actually retard-
ed.
but also placed him in a group
equalled or excelled by only
one out of 10.000."
In part the cause is the age
we live in. Its competitive inten-
sities and demands on parents.
"In defense of the parent," she
She cited one child who was said. "it might be said that
brought to her because of his his own feeling of uncertainty
persistently failing school grades. as to his rule and his child's
-Mr WI turned °in to be ibl future seems an important Teeter
esethich classified him not only in the strenuous demands he
is 'having very superior capacities I makes."
icounee
Fabler INCOME UV Mere peopie are getting more aauney
and fewet people are getting leas money ts one way of
Wetting at this chart of fanilly income. A family thrums,
In teem Department at (enerneree figures. can be tnr,m.
from one worket as several wurk.r I the earns ninon!.
Patios& industrial LIDO fillretiC• 9411.1 di
there had been some mental German Doctor
illness.
She suggested that either of s
'hese circumstances might in- erves Tim
crease the norreal anxiety of
parents for thi.ir children to
"achieve." Under the circum-
stances. some parents begin feel-
ing there is some dreadful reason
behind failures to 'achieve' and
their: stepped-up anxiety results
in demands which the child
can't take.
Yet children develop according
tc their build-in developmental
patterns and potentials and some-
times the stage of development
is not sufficient to support the
demands. Then there is trouble.
If the major trouble is "pseudo"
retardation, the psychologist can
be fooled and so he -must watch
his step.
There are some who are .pit tweet in -Central Sumatra.
Doors Open at 7:30
Formerly JIM'S ROLLER RINK, N. 18th St.
- -
-• .... ••,•••••••■•••••••••••••••s,-,111.
Sumatrans
By WENDELL MERICK
United Press Stan Correspondent
SOLOK, Central Sumatra—
For Dr Aillons Stehlhacke
it was a great day. He had
seven westerners to talk to.
Rtahthacke is German. fie
otnnes from Yunkerhele • via
Alpe Westfalen, near- --CoVigne.
He is a cioceor and the only
European :n this town of 12.000
population, about 4.5 miles from
Bukiteuggi. the revolutionary
Hints for Dad!
SMEAFFEKS
•
SHEAFFER'S NEW SPECIAL SNORKEL PEN,
Just in time for Spring gift giving! The beauti-
ful. new .Sheaffer Snorkel Pen has a genuine
Palladium Silver Point that's wonderfully
smooth w.riting. and long wearing. This is the
gift that keeps .,you remembered. And the
price is good newsw,too, for gift givers. The
.pen alone. $7.93 ... or in a set with matching
pencil, $13:95.
Murray - Mayfield
et--
Stahlhacke spotted us stand-
ing around our truck in an
army cempound taking a rest
from v.tsit had been anti would
be a spine-shattering journey
over rutted roads, the like ,/f
Atitch I ,had never encountered
befere. nut even in Korea dur-
ing the war.
die was eager to talk to us.
Naturally the first question was
about ,itir identity. We told him
we were foreign ern-respondents
heading for the fighting front.
Flys Years
Our first question concerned
how long he had been in Suma-
tra and did he 'like it. .
Stahlhacke said he, like many
tither German and Italian dee-
'. ,rs, crane here because of a
Surplu, phele.ctarrs in his
home country.
Here in Solt* he has plenty to
keep hen busy. He sees about
120 patients daily. Halt of these
are in the srnall hospital and
he makes a point of seeing
each one every day.
He said tuberculosis is a most
common disease- in Sumatra due
to lack ifcalories in Sumatran
diet. Sumetrans, he said, tear
eating fish because they think
It causes stomach pains.
Stahlhaicke said he has not
yet encountered any appendi-
citis cases. little stomach trou-
ble, rarely any cases of ga:1
stones, but that there are many
menet cases.
Taught Cook
He said he is paid 200 Ger-
man marks moothly by the In-
donesian g;verrenent. The fund
is being banked en Germany in
his account.
In addition, lie receive, 1.200
rupiahs rriontitly; also collects a
few fees from patients, but many
ere unable to pay. He charges
30 rupiahs for house calls
(rrearket exchange rate te. about
50 rupiahs so one U. S. dollar).
Stahlhekce lives comfortably
in a small house in the center
of the eiwn. He has two auto-
is—one provided by the
gio-vernment--and ernpleys the
servants.
"I've even taught my Cook
how to make German dishes,"
he said.
He pleaded that we stay for
chnner .
"I have 'etsielten mory Sun-
day and my c'. 'k also makes
very irkici potato pancakes."
E':Itehicee ,
Land...
(Continued free' Front Page)
:ere bit to the owners of proper-
ties in the two cities, reel es-
tate ailisresel work in the ur-
ban areas is scheduled for coin-
mericernent aout the first of
July. The first comets% for pur-
chase of urban properties will be
made not later than the first
of September. While the ap-
praisals are being made in the
urban areas, real estate person-
nel will be visiting with the
pewee 'in the rural areas on the
right bank of the lever between
the dam site and Eddyville for
the pureerae of ooncluding these
acquisitions. The appraisals on
the left bat* cat the river be-
tween the dam and Vet leiw
Creek will not be commenced
until about January 11159 after
the completion of the appraisals
within the urban areas. Con-
tacts for the purchase of prop-
erties on the left bank will
follow as soon as practicable
after the appraisal work is corn-
merseed
Detailed tract appraieals of
lands betwen Edicerviele on the
right bank and Willow Creek on
the left bank upstream ta Lock
D near Dover will begin as
early as the Fall et 1959, and
will proceed as rapidly as Pos-
stile %vital a view a complet-
ing these acquisitions not later
than January 1902. In tits area.
appraisals well be made simul
t a neou_s ly in sect ions of Lyon,
Tragg and Stewart Counties, in-
sofar as evadable matipowe.r and
an onlerTy somiiinerieh program
will permit.
The rernairtder of the reservoir
area above Lock D will be
programmed for acquisition con-
sistent veeth the construe...ion
Program ad with the avails-
bikty of funds, with an errtic-
pat ed conga-eon date of the
Sumner of 1963. Colonel Stann
further stated that from time to
time the prnpetty owners of the
project area will be advised
through news releases and other
media ot any changes in the
acquisition sciheduk that will
affect er atte rthe acqtier:ien
program or the occupancy of
the properties.
With reepeet to the con' nued
occupancy ut the properties af-
ter the acquisition prog,ram or
the occuparice of the peeper-
ties.
With respect to the continued
occupancy of the properties af-
ter title has passed to the Gov-
ernment, Colonel Snrin indi-
cated that, under existing regu,-
atiens and coneestent with pro-
needs. an owner of a farm
property will 'be permitted to
eemeirl Ass p'*lofl c of his
pre ere rty . without casts, during
the ensuing crop season. With
respect to resedertial and busi-
ness properties, arid consistent
with project needs, the owners
well be permited to retain pu-
a,essieri. abo wethout cost, after
'tele teas passed to the Govern-
ment for a period not to ex-
ced one year. If it *stead oc-
cur that the properties are not
neded the fells,wing year for
project purposes. former owners
and tenants may obtain leases
at a bar rental consideration.
The farm properties wile be
leased only for residential pur-
poses and for hay and grax.reit
uaes, in keeping with the Pres-
ident's menerrandurn dated 21
May wheat prohibits the produc-
May 1958 wh:ch prohibits the
production of piece strutted
mulls on a 4:time nr. owned
Is rid
QOM.
U. S. GAIN, TEXAS' LOSS--Supertmposing 
Alaska's 586,400 '
square miles on the 8,022,387 square miles of 
the U. S.
gives visual evidence that if Alaska ever does 
become a
state, Texas will lose its place as biggest In 
the Union.
Texas' area Is 267,339 square miles. However, 
Texas has
more people, 7,711,194 bead to 128,643. (Central 
Press)
- - —
FOR RENT
Refrigerators - Saves
TV. Sets
BILBREY'S
210 East Main Phone 886
NOW SHOWING! Ends Tuesday
Academy Award Winner!
(Best Supporting Actor - RED BUTTONS) •
MARLON BRANDI)
ANDAN EXQUISITE NEW
JAPANESE STAR IN
.03
SAYONARA
it Mai is gm
rrcuntar gereeted5. e•-••.• • —
ADMISSION — Adults 74c - Children 50e
2 SHOWS DAILY AT 2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
NOW!
ENJOY THE
FLORIDA
VACATION
YOU 'if
WANTED 141T
COULDN'T
AFFORD
SPECIALS
Spring, Summer
and Fall 8C
Cocktails a
,,,AsTA-rtN,1
FREE
EXCITING
EXTRAS
• Beach Cabanas
at Sarasota 13corh
• yHieDsrtne'rsdaCyor s of
• Hotel Swimming
• PY°°i ochting:cruise
thru Floe& Kese 1
FLORIDA'S GLAMOROUS
1 0 0 ao AIR CONDITIONED
SARASOTA, FLORIDA
7 WONDERFUL DAYS
6 ROMANTIC NUTS
2$ o, Person, D b ooSUMMER:FAlla: RATES .
April 16 Him December IS.
Dancing and romancing — that's YOUR
Millionaire's vocation ot the celebrity-
filled New Terrace Hotel' So don't wait
another Minute for resetvotione
SEE YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR WRITE —
NEW TERRACE HOTEL
P. 0. Box 1720 — Sarasota, Florida — Tel. RIngling 6-4111
• A•AA.." A ...IF' ‘,....••••••••4••••Ao•A•m.- ••••••-•. ---••••••••••••••., ••••• -Arr......1.11•••••iirrart . -••••  ArAwasweibt
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Whatever
Happened To
OSSIE BLUEGE
• By United Press International
Ossie Bluege was the third
baseman on all three of Wash-
ington's pennant winning teams
—in 1924, 1925 and 1933. Fr 18
seasons, Bluege rated as one of
the greates "glove men" in base-
ball for his excelent work afield
but has was no slouch as 3
clutch hitter, either. Over his
actiire span as -a player, he com-
e piled an average of .272. As
manager of the Senator from
1943-47, he was the last to steer
the club in first division finishes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Adis
with seconds in 1943 and 1945
and fonrth in 1946. He wes
farm system director for the
Senators from 1948-58.
Whatever happened' to Ossie
Bluege? A graduate accountant
before he turned to baseball,
Bluege, now 56, has a hunt
office job as controller of the
Washington ball club.
Fight Results
By United Press International
PHILADELPHIA--Ga.rnel (Su-
gar) Hart, 1451,4, Philadelphia,
and Gil Turner, 150, Philadelphia,
draw 410).
MILWAUKEE, iWs.—Tony An-
thony, 178, New York, stopped
'Orville Pitts, 174%, Milwaukee
,(5).
Perfect For Pop!
FAMOUS ZIPPO LIGHTERS
The perfect smoker's gift. Beautifully styled modern
cases in chrome, silver-filled and gold-filled. A I av-
orite of service men and sportsmen for its rugged,
dependable action and matchless performance. An
appreciated Christmas present. There is a Zippo for
every pocket, every table, every occasion. $3.50 to
$17!, 00.
Lindsey's'EWELER S
Murray - Mayfield
•
•
Don't
miss...
4
• THIS SPECIAL
MERCURY SALE
WIDE SELECTION OF MONTEREYS, MONTCLAIRS,
•
STATION WAGONS AND CONVERTIBLES
We're celebrating Ed Sullivan's 10th Anniversary on TV
with our biggest money-saving event of the year. The
Mercurys we're offering are the biggest, most powerful
cars you can buy at such low prices. Sale lasts through
month of June only—so act fast!
• MERCURY
WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 South 12th St. Murray, Ky.
•
Deal miss II Sullivan's
'Hein 10t1 Aaainasory
She, leas 22,1.
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
/wog LEZTrel Yanks And Braves Find Trick To Stay Ahead
STANDINGS
By United Press International
American League
W L Pct. GB
New York 35 15 .700
Boston 28 26 .519 9
Kansas City 26 25 .510 9%
Washington 26 27 .491 101,4
Baltimore 24 27 471 11%
Cleveland 25 30 455 12%
Detroit 23 29 442 13
Chicago 22 30 423 14
Yesterday's Games
Boston 4 Detroit 2
Kansas City 4 New York 1 1st,
day
New York 3 Kansas City 2, 2nd,
night. 12 innings
Baltimore 7 Cleveland 5
Washington 6 Chicago 5
Today's Games
Cleveland at Washington, night
Chicago at Baltimore, night
Detroit at New York, night
Kansas City at Boston, night
Tomorrow's Gamer
Chicago at Baltimore
Kansas City at Boston
Tletshit at New York-
Cleveland at Washington
National
Milwaukee 29
San Fran. 30
Cincinnati 24
Pittsburgh 27
St. Lcuis 25
Chicago 27
Philadelphia 23
1,fr. Angeles 22
Yesterday's Results -
Mi:waukee 5 Chicago 4
Philadelphia 4 Los Angeles 3
Pittsburgh 2 San Francisco 1
Cincinnati 5 Si. Louis 0, night
Today's Games..
(Cincinnati at Chicago
Milwaukee at St. Louis, night
'Pittsbureh at Los Angeles, night
Philadelphia at San Fran., night
Tomorrow's Games
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles. night
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Milwaukee at St. Louis
Cincinnati at Chicago
LONDON (UPI) —All preeed.
en's will be broken at Albert
Hall on July 17 vdien a vintage
automobile will appear as soloist.
The ancient car will &tog
through two movements — Al-
legro Mokto Striing Mosso and
the Cartronstog Waltz—of An-
tony Hopk.res' ttrnpos.ition "Con-
certo tut Mottor Oar and Cher-
TERMITES?
CALL
TERMINIX!
In our 31st year of
termite control
work
Guarantee Covering Cost
of Future Repairs
Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies In This Area
For information call
MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
Phone 262
By FRED DOWN
United Press International
The New York Yankees and
Milwaukee Braves have discov-
ered a neat trick—how to gain
ground on a treadmill.
It sounds impossible but that's
exactly what the two league
leaders have been doing for
the last week or 10 days. And
it makes you wander what's
going to happen to the races
when the defending champs start
rolling again.
The Yankees, for example"
have played only .500 ball since
June 7, three wins in six games,
yet have increased their Ameri-
can League lead from 8% to
nine games. And. since June 1,
thc Braves have been below
.500, four wins in nine games,
yet they've gone from a game
behind the San Francisco Giants
to a game and a half in front
of them. -
The business-like Yankees had
a trying 10-hour day "at the
office" Thursday but wound up
protecting their huge lead by
winning the 12-inning night
game, 3=2, after suffering a 4-1
defeat at the hands of the Kansas
City Atheltics in the day game.
Relief ace Ryne Duren finally
established law and order With
the up-start Athletics by striking
out four of the five batters he
faced cid picking up his third
victory against one loser.''
Braves Rally To Win
The Braves.. meanwhile, treated
the Chieaeo Cubs to an early
4-1 lead with four errors but
for a 5.4 triumph and
picked up a full game when
the Pittsburgh' Pirates handed
the Giants their fifth straightLeague loss add 12th in 16 games, 2-1,
L Pc!. GB on Curt Raybon's two-hitter.
21 .580 The Boston Red Sox moved
25 .545 1% into second place with a 4-2
23 .511 3% decision over the Detroit Tigers,
26 509 3% the Washington Senators nipped
25 .500 4 the Chicago White Sox, 6-5, on
29 .482 5 Neil Chrisley's eighth • - inning
28 .451 6% triple and the Baltimore Orioles
30 423 8 beat the Cleveland Indians, 7-5,
in other AL games.
In the ot her NL activity,
, Brooks Lawrence's six-hitter gave
the Cincinnati Redlegs a 5-0 vic-
tory over the St. Louis Cardinals
and Harry Anderson led the
Philadelphia Phillies to a 4-3
win over the Los AngeleS Dodg-
ers. The Redlegs have a 13-8
record since May 21 when they
stood 11-17.
The Athletics snapped lin 18-
game losing streak at Yankee
I Stadium when Ray Herbert
pitched a six-hitter. Billy Hunter,
land, hit a two-run triple and
Bob Cerv hit his 16th homer
to lead the attack on Tom
Sturdivant. The Yankees came
back at night to beat 42-year
old Murray Dickson when Andy
Carey led off the 12th with a
single, stole second, went to third
on an error and scored on Els'un
Howard's single.
Mathews Homers
Ed Mathews' 13th homer pro-
duced a 4-4 tie for the Braves
in the seventh and Del Crandall
singled home -Johnny- Logan—in
Billy Hunter
Athletics
'radeci after the game to Cleve-
Johnny Logan
Braves
the eighth with the decisive tally.
game for the Braver•while Moe
liumberto Robinson woe-his first 140
Drabowsky lost his sixth deci-
sion. •-
Paul Giel walked home the
decisive run for the Pirates in
the sixth inning after the bases
became loaded on a walk, a hit
batSman and an error. ttaydon,
ho yielded singles to Daryl
Spencer a nd Orlando Cepecla,
•-truck out five and walked six
posting his first major league
SOUTHERN MILLWORK OFFERS
PLYWOOD AT WHOLESALE PRICES
We have just received a carload of plywood
and offer the following prices.
4x8 1/4" A.D. Interior 
per
sheet
$3.22
4x8 3/8" A.D. Interior 4.40
4x8 1/2"A.D. Interior 5.78
41'8 3/4"A.D. Interior 7.26
458 1/4"A.C. Exterior 3.70
4x8 SA" A.C. Exterior 4.92
4x8 1/2" A.C. Exterior 6.24
4s8 3/4" A.C. Exterior 8.21
4;t13 3/4" C.D. Sheathing 3.28
4:8 5,4" C.D. Sheathing 5.04
4x8 %" C.D. Sheathing Plugged 5.26
An added discount for 25 piece lots
These And Many Other Bargains Where
"EVERY DAY IS BARGAIN DAY"
SOUTHERN MILLWORK of MILAN,
Inc.
412 Matket Street Paris, Tenn.
Phone 2730
PARIS IS A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE
Jackie Jensen hit his 15th
Jackie Jensen
Red Sox
homer and Sammy White had
Tour straight hits as the Red
Sox scored their eighth victory
in II games. Dave Sisler won
9x-th game although Ike
Delock shut out the Tigers for
the last 3% innings.
Chrisley's triple enabled -sub-
marine relief star Dick Hyde
to win his fourth game for the
Senators and dealt Early Wynn
his fifth defeat. Roy Sievers hit
his 12th homer for Washington
and Al Smith hit two for the
White Sox,
Johnson Wins Third
Jim Marshall hit a two-run
second-inning homer and drove
in the tie-breaking run in the
fifth as Connie- Johnson gained
his third win for Baltimore.
Chico Carrasquel, who went
to Kansas City in the deal for
Hunter, paced Cleveland's attack
with three singles.
Ed Bailey's two-run homer and
Frank Robinson's solo ahot paced
a 10-hit Cincinnati attack on
Vinegar Bend Mizell, Lindy Mc-
Daniel and Phil Paine. Lawrence
won his fourth game.
Anderson drove in three runs
with a double and single and
Willie Jones homered for the
Phillies who have won three of
their last four games. Relief
pitcher ..Dick Farrell won his
third game for Philadelphia while
rockie Stan Williams was the
loser.
ses 33 • •
(Continued from Front Page)
cirszt, Gregory lost one vote
and Stubble-fluid lost six. Greg-
ory 41, Stubblefield 126.
--Number 2, RusseloOrlac pre-
cinct, Gregory gained one vote
and Stubblefield gaine 1 3 voles.
Greslyry 16. Stubblefteld 124.
Gregory lawyers object€4 to all
Logan ballots in this precinct
because only three election off-
icers signed Me ballot book.
Also. Mrs. James C. Lyons
, served both as an election corn-
(I mied.oner and election ("Nicer
in tisk precinct. Both object-
ni9 overruled.
' Number 6, Russellville pre-
1
cite.. Gregory lost one vote and
fiti lailvfield lost 5 votes. Judge
Osèx noted that the name of
W. C. Reed an election officer
was an "obvious forgery" on the
ballots of this precinct. The vote
was al/owed however. Gregory
20 votes, Stubblefield 93.
Number 9. Aclairville precinct,
the vote remained the same with
Greg. ry 14 and Stubblefield 110.
Number 10. Adai.rv e pre-
votes. Gregory 5, Stubblefield
165
Number 11, Adairvitte pre-
e1nct, the vote remained the
same. Gregory 10. St utsblef
120
MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St. Telephone 130
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
.—
THE GUNMAN AND
THE GOOD MAN!
for a hvo-fistod fighting par.
son, !ilif kW., Clay Anderson
was a challenge.
At MW
itotkom-,,
MACDONALD CAREY
PATRICIA MEDINA
NOW!
Ends SAT.
8009i.C-841IREL
4CTION
IN ARIZONA!
I 
In
NAT URAMA TRUCOLOR
In Confol,dated F",!. odustrwn
t.e•• int
SOP 11011111(1 lUtISTIN1 WIER
GEORG( IIIACCOY wsu.szt FORS
* ALSO *
"FELIX
THE FOX"
Starts SUNDAY!
2r ROBERT MITCHUM • cuRTJURGENS
-
PAGE TITRES
s25 BOND
STILL LOCKED UP!
Do YOU have a Lucky Key?
Someone has!
so far no one has opened the
BIG TREASURE CHEST
BRING IN YOUR KEY — YOU MAY HAVE
ONE OF THE LUCKY KEYS!
If you didn't receive a key in the mail, come in
and choose one — You May Be/A Winner!
SHOE STORE
East Side Court Square Phone 1098
'Aea ol a time
0/fl
and GRANDPA loom
There's nothing that gets so close to a Dad as a g'ft
of wearables. Choose from our complete selections.
The time is near,
his gifts are here.
Come, see, select!
SHIRTS
by Enro
McGregor
Manhattan
SLACKS
by Higgins
Hyde Park
Jewelry
by Swank
TIES
STRAW
HATS
by Dobbs
Bermuda
SHORTS
Pajamas
by Enro
CORN - AUSTIN
402 Main
CLOTHING
Phone 111
Father's Dag
PAGE, FOUR LEDCETt & Ti11IES IftrIRAY, IlLibITUCKT FRIDAY — itINE 13, 1958
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor
• It ••• sa •.• as*IP Ima ••• ma as *re
Telephone 168.5
Casio
Adak@
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pept:tr_tionzemakers
$elett Mrs: !ones
1958-g9 President
Mrs Cantrell Jones. has been
elected president of the Dexter
Homemakers Club-. The announ-
cement was made at a recent
meeting held in t h e Dexter
School .
Other officers .seleeted for the
coming year were Mrs. J G.
Walstoa, v.1 c e president; Mrs.
Larry Dumas, secretary and trea-
surer; Mrs A. V. Reeves, Mrs.
Ivan Jones, Mrs. Orbie Culver,
and Mrs Lee Ernstberger. Main
Lesson Leaders; Mrs. Damon
Mathis, publicity chairman, Mrs.
Jess Weatherford, lapdscaping
chairman; Mrs. Newman Ernst-
bergs', recreation leader, Mrs. R.
S. Curd. reading chairman, and
Mrs. Jeff Edwards, citizenship
chairman.
The annual picnic was discuss-
ed and decided to be in the
Hazel Methodist
WSCS Meets At
Church Wednesday
The }Wel Methodist WSCS
met Wednesday afternoon, June
11 in the church with Mrs. Rob-
ert -Taylor, president. presiding
Mrs. Claude Anderson and Mrs.
Olga Freeman were in charge
of the prognem. The topic, "The
Chapinging World Missions" was
given an the form of a dialogue.
The devotional was presented by
Mrs. N. A. Waldrop.
A going away gift was given
Mrs. Carl Dickerson. During the
business meeting, a committee
was appointed to buy new equip-
ment for the kitchen. Mrs. And-
erson eloised the meeting with
prayer.
home of Mrs. Newman Ernst-
berger on June 21 at six o'clock
in the evening The next regular
meeting will be in September.
ExaUSIVE
241 eOue
AfellutANCE
SERVICE
OXYGEN
EQUIPPED
„tint, 7
301 /AMIE ST,
•
Mrs. E. A. Tucker
Hostess To Morning
Circle Meeting
Mrs. E. A. Tucker was hostess
In her home. this week . to a
meeting of the Morning Circle
of the First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker, pres-
ident, conducted the meeting.
The devotional was led by
Mrs. A. W Simmons on Disciple-
ship. Mrs. J. B. Wilson was in
charge of the program. She in-
troduced the morning's speaker,
Mrs. Harry Sparks. Mrs. Sparks
continued the study of the book
of Mark. Uzediseussed the ninth
and tenth,' chapters. Mrs. Paul
Lyles opened the program with
prayer.
Fourteen members attended the
meeting. One visitor, Mrs. M. P.
Christopher. was present. Mrs.
Perry Brandon was welcomed as
a new member.
fir elturchill !runtral Anne
'TV NOOSE OF SfilICE SINCE l$$1
arta lb QlliurrliiU, (11*azteg
In gaining membership in
thesOrder of the Golden Rule,
our organization, service and fa-
t lities passed, with flying col-
ors, a rigid set of qualifications
... qualifications which demon-
Ftrate the . dependability and
irrate cost of J. H. Churchill
:al service.
 IP
R. W. Weatherfords
Celebrate Golden
Wedding A finiversary
Mr. and Mrs. It. W. Weather-
fprd celebrated t heir Golden
Wedding anniversary June 1st - at
their home in Puryear, Tenn.
A gold and white color scheme
was used through out the house
Refreshments were served from
a table overlaid with a geld
hand-made cloth. The center-
piece was a three tiered wedding
cake, topped with a minature
bride and groom.
Apprpximately 230 friends and
relatives of the couple called
between the hours of two and
six. Out of town guests included
the following: Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Weatherford, Re e v es,
Tenn.; Mr. arid Mrs. Charles
Calhoon, Mr. and Mrs. Amma
Nell Neal di family, Evansville,
Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. John Ricks
& family, Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Emery & family, War-
ren. Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Calhoon Jr. & son, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Robert Weatherford &
family, Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Loys Williams & daughter,
Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Simmons & daughter, Hopkins-
Mlle; Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wade,
Meatus Ricks, Elliott Malone &
'family. Mr. and Mrs. John
Downs, Mrs. Bessie Hanberry,
Ur. and Mrs. 011ie Cunningham,
Mr. c- Mrs. Pink Gueyer &
family.  'Its: Mrs. Ethel Weath-
erford Clayton. Greeley, Colo.;
Mr. and Mrs. 0 T. Weatherford,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Weatbereard,
Mr. and Mrs. Firms Weatherford,
Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Will Wil-
liams. Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mc-
Dougal, Mrs. Minnie Poyner, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mr, and
Mrs. Sam Colhoon & family,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford wish
to thank their friends and rela-
tives for the, cards, telegrams,
flowers and gifts.
• • • •
The feet of a huanmingbird
are so under-clevekmed that this
strnall creature can't walk..
Great refleothe disks around
the eyes of barn owls pick up
eleolseb light to let it spoet its
victims on dam hunting nights.
DEPENDABILITY
ANOTHER GREAT CADILLAC TRADITION
Cadillac's fine engineering, quality of materials and careful
craftsmanship are perhaps best reflected in the car's marvelous
dependability. A Cadillac has an extraordinary capacity for
trouble-free operation—and its longevity enables the car to
maintain its value over an unusually long period of time. Why not
investigate these Cadillac virtues soon at your Cadillac dealer's?
STANDARD OF THE WORLD FOR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY
Seventh
Telephone
VISIT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER
J. T•
and Main
833, Murray
HALE MOTOR SALES
Pr 320 W. Broadway
Telephone 96, Mayfield
157141111,
forwAro From MIT
SOciAL CALEN6Ail
Friday, June 11
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at 1:30 in the
afternosn in the home of Mrs.
Bailey Riggins.
e • • •
Saturday, June 14
The Young Women's Class of
the First Baptist Church and
teacher Mrs. E. C. Jones will
have a breakfast at the Collegiate
Restaurant at eight o'clock.
• • • •
Monday, June 16
The Penny Homemaker's Club
will meet in the home of Mrs
J. B. Burkeen at ten o'clock in
the morning.
• • • •
The Alice Waters Circle of the
First Methodist Church will meet
in the church social hall at sev-
en-thirty in the evening.
• • • •
The Toastmistress Club Will
meet at six p.m. for a dinner
meeting in the Woman's Club
House.
• • • •
Crcle Four of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
in the home of Mrs. Wilbur Way-
man, Beale Street, at Seven-thirty
in the evening.
• • • •
Tuesday, June 17
Circle I, WSCS of the First
Methodist Church will meet in
the church social hall at 2:30 in
the afternoon.
• • • •
The First Baptist WU Gen-
eral meeting will be held at 2:30
tele eventing for a poe luck sup--
tux the afternoon at the *wet.
Members please natice change in
the meeting place.
• • • •
Circle No. 3 of the W.S.C.S. of
the First Methodist Church will
meet in the home of Mrs. D. L.
Divelbiss, Sycamore Street at 2:90
in the afternoon.
5,,• • •
The Eva Wall Circle of the
Memorial RePilit Church will
meet at two-thirty le the home
of Mrs. Alfred Taylor.
• • • •
The I ielPa AfcElrath ISWC will
meet in the home of Mrs. Luther
Nance at seven-thirty in the
evening.
• • • •
The MurraY Assembly of Rain-
bow for Girls will meet in the
masonic- halt at seven- in the
evening.
Wednesday, June 18
The Women's Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church w ill
meet at the church for a lunch-
eon meeting at ten o'clock in the
morning.
Steak Dinner Given
Honoring Miss Stout
And Mr. Garland
Miss Beverly Stout and Mr.
Marshall Garland Were honored
at a steak dinner by Mrs. Robert
Hahs and Lynn Hahs in their
home recently on Olive Street.
Dancing on the terrace follow-
ed dinner. The hostesses present-
ed the couple with a combination
waffle iron and sandwich grill.
Attending t h e dinner party
were Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Rush-
ing, Misses Nancy Outland,
Frances Cohoon. Laura Barnett,
Lynn Hahs, Carolyn Wallis; Mes-
srs Jimmy Futrelle, Den Pugh,
Edward Carroll, Dick Stout and
Carl Stout.
S
• • • •
Grace Wyatt Circle
Meets In McConnell
Home This Week
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
CoUege Presbyterian Church met
this week in the home of Mrs.
D. F. McConnell on Olive Street
at nine-thirty in the morning.
Mrs. A. G. Wilson gave the
devotional from the study book,
"Meet, Dr. Luke." Her topic was
"Luke and Women." She told
the group that, if a map of
Christianity was stretched out,
it would show what an igsportant
part women have had in JChris-
tian countries. She continded that
Christ stressed the importance for
emancipation f or all women.
Luke, she said, treated everyone
alike and thus he waspespeeted
and people confided in him.
Three of the most important
women in the Bible were Eliza-
beth, Anna and Mary, Mrs. Wil-
son stated.
An informal papel discussion
followed on ways to improve
the recent vacation Bible school.
Attending the meeting were
Mesdames Martha Battle. Beth
Belote, Hattie Laura MeCannell,
Jennie Succoe, Carol Ann War-
ren, Jo' Ann - Wilson and two
guests. Mrs. -Eleanor Haas and
Mrs. M. D. Holton.
. • • • ,..
Euzelian Class
Meets in HO M e Of
Mrs. Jack Kennedy
The Euzelian Class 'of the First
Baptist Church met recently in
the home of Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
Mrs. Ronnie Parker's group was
In charge of the meeting.
Mrs. Wayne Flora led the
group in a devotional. Present
were 20 members and two visit-
ors. Mrs. Flora and Mrs, Jessie
Roberts.
Mrs. Kennedy. president, pre-
sided at the business meeting.
During the sncial hour, a party
pha'.e '.,, .,, .,,r,•(.rt
•
•••••••••••••••••••••,•nout
HgAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A M.
On Radio Station WNB8
- also -
WPSD-TV CHANNEL 6
PADUCAH
Each Sunday 11:45 A.M.
• • • •
Thursday, June 19
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Woman's Club House at seven
o'clock in the morning for a
breakfast.
• • • •
Tueeday, June 24
Murray Star Chapter Na. 433
ORS will meet in the Masonic
Hall at seven-thirty in the even-
ing.
• • • •
Thursday, June 26
The Magazine Club will meet
in the home of Mrs. Ernest Jones,
South 10th Street, two-thirty
in the afternoon.
t • • •
Friday, 'funs 27
-The Celdwatar Homemakers
Club will meet in the home of
,,Mrs. Theron Crouch at one-
thirty in the afternoon.
• • • •
Stfibblefield
(Continued from Front Page)
court. This prime' however was
strenousay objected to by Joe
Grace, Gregory attorney.
Judge Osborne said that the
appearance of Williams was not
necessary sinee he believed that
his testernorry would be similar
to that which had already been
made.
Arise Ctsborne slimed out
that the condibion of the ballot
boxes was of importance in
his decision. He said that he
I would reserve a ruling on the
integrity of the Logan vote un-
til he had seen the boxes.
IlberiLt Callen Stubblefield of
Callow-ay County testified that
he, with the Sheriff .4e-Marsha2l
County, George Little, the jailer
ref Marshall County, H. Edwards,
and Pete Rug ledge of Murray,
bad brute** the 27 ballot boxes
from Logan County to Mutray.
He returned with the ballot
boxes at 4:15 Wedniesday after-
noon and placed thern in the
vault ,ef the Circurt Court Clerk
James Matadi, he said.
Each of the ballot boxes from
Logan County which had any
lock undone, was brought Into.
the court room yesteniay after-
noon to be inspected by Judge
011/orne.
Welk Overbey, attorney for
Stubbiefield , questioned Sheriff
Cohen 9aubbiefreld on each of
she boxes. Stubblefield testified
*vat all boxes were in the same
ccnilition as v.-hien he recrived
them burn the Logan County
Circuit Cleric's office,
Following is the condition of
the ballot boxes as was brought
out In the questioning by At-
torney .OvettbeY:
box number 12, 13, 8 and
vent flap open.
Box number 2, no vtnt flap
look.
Box number 17, vent flap
open, appearance of heavy in-
strument having been used on
it. _Lock prized open and hasp
broken. The haep break was
deeeribed as a "fresh break.
Box number 4, Vent flap un-
lockee, chain to lock ,broken.
• Box number 28. - Vent flap
open, no heap. Lock sawed off
"recently".
Box number 23, 9, 10. 1, 27, 3
4, and 5 all had vent flaps open
or unlocked.
CHUCKLES IN THE NEWS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
Miss Mary Warters explained to
her friends today that she was1
not talking very plain Friday
because of a wedding. She said
e`he lent her dentures, both Up-
per and leweeealales to a friend
who wa, getting married.
WASFUNIGTON (UPI) — The
District of Columbia ordered 80
patialenen today to be measured
around the middle, Those who
aren't slim enough will be order-
ed to undergo a ac-beeforg pro-
cess. The move was touched off
by Rep. Arthur Lewis Miller
(a-Neb.) who ease his physi-
cian's eyes over a gr o up of
motorcytle men and came up
with the verdict: "Iewpie dolls
with httle pot bellies."
SUMMER FUN!
s San Tone
•
by
JUVENILE
•
Girls'
PLAY SUITS
'2.29 & '2.99
iermuda SHORTS
'1.99 & '2.99
BLOUSES
'1.99
1
CABANA SETS
2.29 & '2.99
•
Boys'
BERMUDAS
(Ivy Leaguers!)
'2.99
Shirts ... '1.99
BOXER SHORTS
'1.19 & 11.59
Shirts .. 'L99
LONGIE SET
'4.99 & '5.99
(Shirt and Pants)
PANTS
'2.99 to '4.99
Baby Boy
CABANA SETS
'2.29 & '2.99
LOVE'S
CHILMIEN'S SHOP
West Main Phone 888
•
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•
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0 THIS CCOTS HER 
St—Janet Marehall te making U. S. Air
Force history in this Washingtnn scene as the first woman
to be commissioned a lieutenant in the WAN (Women of the
Air Force) under the new ROTC program. Janet, 21. from
Honolulu, received ner commission at Georg* Verushington U.
However, she must pay Sgt. Gerald C. Purcell (left), Su.
parlor, Neb. $1 because he was the first enlisted man to
salute her. Apparently Purcell lake been making a sideline
of this saluting business, because he bolds some dollar bills
behind ids back. (UPI ToiepItoto1
."Noah's Ark"
Presented
Many Problems
By JACK WEBB
Vyritten For
United Press International
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —I felt
like the DeMille of the animal
kingdom while making the color
TV series, "Noah's Ark." My
thinking always was that an
animal show ought to have
anima Is.
As a result, we had more
than 50 in Noah's Ark. This
doesn't include birds, of which
there were more than a dozen.
Our cast included everything
from a snarling dog to a race
horse with a vitamin deficiency.
Among the species represented
were ostrich, seal,. -rabbit, sheep,
kangaroo, squirrel, deer, cow,
lion, cat, dog and even buzzy, a
monkey.
But one thing I drew the
line at was having an elephant
on the set. I figured if we
• had to get to that, I'd open a
circus.
-Actually, all the animal actors
in the series had important parts
in the stories in which they
appeared. For instance, the story
of Flipper and Flapper, a pair
of seals, revolves around the
emotional problems of Flipper
and how the two veterinarians
starred in the series resolve the
S
psychopathic seal's dilemma.
There are always three chief
problems when you take on
animals as actors: casting, di-
rection and handling the animal
on the set. The latter worry was
the least of the three for us.
We always had an authorized
veterinarian on the set, who
served both as technical adviser
and guardian of the safety and
welfare of the animal.
• Casting was a speleial concern.
A lot of dogs look alike, for
example, so finding the right one
•
•
NC •'
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f.r the story specifications is an
exacting chore.
As for direction, this no one
can sweat out for the director
but himself. All the animals
have their trainer, 'it's true, but
each script presented- certain
tricks which in most casts were
new to the animal and had to
be taught fresh. Mr.' Troubles,
a clever dog trained by Tex
Chambers, knows 100 different
tricks, but he had to learn how
to dial a telephone for one of
our stories. This Mr. Troubles
had to learn, not to the satis-
faction of his trainer, but to
that of the director of the pro-
gram.
It's one thing to ask an actor
to dial the phone, and quite
another to ask a dog to do it.
Business Is
Good Fot
SW* Pirni
By MERRIMAN SM)TH_
United Press International
WASHINGTON (UM) —There
were bright signs aplenty in the
American economy today, but
they were hanctlY the type to
'gladden the hearts of big busi-
ness and big labor.
While Henry Ford 'Jr. w a -s
battling a badly depressed new
aulto market, candy sales were
booming.
William E. Ruibin.sun, the boss
at Coca Cola, was quite syrnisa-
thetle toward some of his fellow
magnates but he had no com-
plaints 'himself. His business is
diOthe fine while the makers of
stoves and refrigerators suffer.
Pretzel Business Good
The railroads a r e sorely
troubled but the pretzel bakers
report dill iculty in supplying
the demands of their markets.
Orders for machine- tools are
falling off but the pickle pack-
ers say business is weriderful.
The (Wiser, lead a n d zinc
people are having a tough time
(.4 it but the swimming pool
builders expect their best year
in history.
Manufacturers of large elec-
trical equivinent are cutting
their productacin but the glue-
makers are making, more glue
than they did last year.
The moral of these congeri-
sons should be thoroughly obvi-
ous frorn the serious economic
standpoint.
The London Eounomist reports
in its current edition cn the
situation in American business.
"From the point of view of
curing the recession, it is un,
fortunate that the things indus-
try needs to sell most are just
the things consumers need to
roplace _the leant".
Recession In Durables
This analysis has the unqual-
ified endorsement of most gov-
ernment economists w h o state
the situation in slightly briefer
terms — "this is a recession in
durables."
And while the durables
a u toe, refrigerators, machinery
and the like — suffered during
the first quarter of this year,
THE CHANNEL
SWIM
Sy WILLIAM EWALD
United Press International
NOIC - TV's "Kraft Theatre"
closed out its life in TV Wed-
nesday night with F. Soya Fitz-
geralid's "Last of the Belles." It
Was an actlectuy piece, eilfece,iyr-
ly steeped in the melancholy
gaiety of tlhe Flapper era. Next
week 'Krafft Mystery Theatre"
takes over.
I talked with Jackie Gleason
on the phone Wednsday Mere
after ..01)SeTV announcer:1 Glear
son would return next eeason
as star of _a new live half-hour
series on Friday nights.
Gleason said he had signed
on for a minimum of 24 shows,
but said he would do 15 more
(for a total cd 39) if he felt
things were going well, "Art
Carney? I want him to join me,"
said Gleason, "lit he feels fike it,
he'll certainly be welcome."
Jackie won't pour as much
production into the new show
as the old one, bit he does in-
tend to unveil some new charac-
ters. He plans to dio "The Hon-
eymooners" on an occasional
basis, which means, probably,
that Audrey Meadows won't be
a regular.
"I don't th'ink comedy is lick-
ed by any means on TV," said
Gleason, 'I have worked this
season just as Berle could have
worked this season if he had
wanted to To tell you the truth,
I didn't even feel like working
next season, but this offer was
tsio _good. to turn. down."
MORTON PRESENTS STAMP PICTURE—U. S. Senator Thruston B.
Morton of Kentucky, right, is shown presenting to Postmaster Gen-
eral Arthur E. Summerfield a picture of Dr. Ephraim McDowell
and Mrs. Jane Todd Crawford for use by the Citizens' Stamp Ad-
visory Committee in its consideration of issuing a special com-
memorative stomp next year. The stamp would memoralize Dr.
McDowell's successful removal of an ovarian tumor from Mrs. Craw-
ford on December 25, 1809. Dr. McDowell's feat of being the first
to successfully perform this abdominal surgery has been lauded
as a milestone in medical history. The picture was provided by
Dr. C. C. Marie, Glasgow, Kentucky.
- OPENING SOON
ENTIRELY NEW
Self-Service OPERATEDCOIN Wind'
20 Speed Queen Agitator Automatic Washers
5 Gas Automatic Dryers
"WASH YOUR DUDS IN OUR SUDS"
• FLUFF DRY - 100
• Your biggest laundry
than an hour!
• All equipment brand new
WASH
20c
done in less
• Plenty of hot water with a full
capacity water softner in opera-
tion at all times
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
SPEED WASH
207 SO. 7th ST. NIIIRRAY, KY.
•
•
sor.,ve f.ors erxwe
The Channel (Swim: Arthur
Godfrey's "Talent 9c4outs" got a
reprieve Wednesday. The show
is losing its tea co-sponsor, but
the network hopes to land an-
other ... Pat Munsel's susnmer
replacement on ABC-TV will be
something called "Frigidaire
Bummer Theatre"—an anthology
of reruns.
"Your Hit Parade" is almost
90 per cent sure to shit to CBS-
TV next season with Friday
MAO. its berth...ABC-TV will
launelh a show of trotting races
from Yonkers raceway on Tues-
there was definite is  'emerrt
over last year in the market for
Whisky and wine, PhoeserePh
rocords and pertume, rnght clubs
and safety deposit boxes, fishing
rods and cameras—and for pis-
tols and revolvers.
Fur dealers reported a slight
&scene in Is e first quarter.
There was however a possibly
apercryptial report in trade cir-
cles that the demand for cheap-
er minks ccnitinued strong.
NOTICE OF SALE
In The Calloway Circuit Court
Velda Grouse Osbron and
George Osbron, wife and
husband; Eulous Crouse
and Lathel Crouse, husband
and wife,
Plaintiffs,
NEW U. S. AIRCRAFT CARRIER—The bow of the
80,000-ton aircraft carrier USS Independence
looms up over the spectators as Donald A.
Quarles, Deputy Secretary of Defense, speaks at
christening ceremonies at the New York Naval
Shipyard in Brooklyn. Quarles said seapower
Is "an essential component" of the nation's de-
terrent strength and the free world is "dependent
on the freedom of the seas." The new flattop
will carry a crew of 3,500 and 100 jet planes
equipped to drop nuclear bombs. The ship is ex-
pected to have a speed of over 34 miles an hour.
day night in August...ABC-TV
als, plans to uncork "Traffic
Court" on Wednesday nights be-
ginning June 18.
Pat Weaver, former President
at NBC - TV, is PreVaring a
comedy show based. on "2.4 a d
Reader" tor Al3C-TV next sea-
son... Sid Caesar will do two
"Chevy Shows" for_biBC__. TV
nexit season ... "Robin Hood"
won't be killed or by (-TV
atter all next season—it'll be
shifted to Wednesday nights in
a tirne spot right after the new
"Invisible ?tan" series.
"Ridiard Diamond" also got a
CBS-TV reprieve and will be
shifted to a later hour on Thurs-
days next season ... NBC-TV
and CBS-TV both turned down
the package deal with Bing
Crosby that ABC-TV agreed to
this week...A food firm bought
TV rights to "rather of t h e
vs
Luther 0 ion and Lottie Crouse
Osbrcin, husbanti and wife, and
Etiral Crouse Chaospsan and
Totlitlit."hrisman, wife arid
husband,
Defendants.
By v'artue of a Judgement and
Order of Sale in the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the
May term thereof 1958 in the
above cause, I shall proceed to
otter for sale at the courthouse
door in Murray, Calloway Coun-
ty, Kentucky, to the highest and
best luckier, at public auction on
Monday, the 23rd day of June.
1958, between the hours of 1:30
P11.1. and 2:00 P.M., being Coun-
ty Court Day, upon a credit of
six months, the following de-
scribed property lying and being
in Calloway County, Ky., to
A part of the Northeast Quar-
ter of Section 32, Townetop
Range 4 East.
Beginding at, the northeast
corner of the Northeast Quarter
of Section 32, Township 1, Range
4 East; tbenc.e west 100 pules
to a rock; ,thence south 7544
ipales to a rock; thence east 100
poles to a rook; thence north
753a poles to the beginning, con-
taining 4715 acres more or less..
ALSO: 1244 acres off of the
west corner of the Northwest
Quarter 'of Section 33, Township
1, Range 5 East EXCLY1 111/4
acres sold to Luther Osbroo on
April 10, 1944, recorded in Deed
Book 41, Page 344, Calloway
County Court, Clerk's Office.
For the purchase price, the
pUrdhaser rrrust execute bond,
with approved suretx. or sureties,
bearing logal intera from the
day of sale Wittl paid and hav-
ing the force arid effect of a
judgement. Bidders will be Pre-
pared to comply profrintly with
these terms.
The parties to the sale may
bid on the property and the
suocessful bidder may pay cash
and be relieved of the interest
that might otherwise accrue.
Carl B. Kingins,
Master Commissioner
eilloosay Circuit Ciirt
The muskellunge.-Is the largest
game fish found in Kentucky.
The best spots for catching this
fish are the deep, cold holes of
the Green, Barren, Kentucky Lit-
tle Sandy Rivers and Triniett,
Kiniconick and Tygart Creeks.
ACCUSES U.A.R.—Foreign
mister Charles Malik (top,
across table) presents his case
to the United Nations Security
Council in New York. He
charged that interference in
his country by Nasser's United
Arab Republic was increasing
In scope and intensity. Listen-
ing is Omar Loutfi (fore-
ground), delegate of the U.A.R.
Mowers . Rota Thiess
FOR SALE - FOR
BILBREY'S
Bride" for the season after next
...Rod Serling signed an ex-
clusive- three-play contract with
CBS-TV for one year.
MORE HEN
ITHACA, N. Y.
Cornell University
Jasper reports the
an't what she trial
better. Jasper said
hen now lays 200
cumpared to only
1921.
FRUIT
— UP —
Prof. A. W.
old red hen
to "be.
the average
eggs a year
121 eggs in
Of interest to tourists in Ken-
tucky, is the number of city
bypass routes. Now in use are
bypasses at Paducah, Somerset,
Pikeville, Buechel, Fulton, Mid-
dlesboro, Maysville, Greenu p,
Louisville and Lexington. Under
construction are bypasses at Rus-
sell and Paintsville.
Take the wheel ...
Get the Swept-Wing feell
Iftcuisa b4e the Ji.idge!
On cum's—Compare the sway-
free, vibration-free ride you get woh
Dodge Torsion,Aire, standard equipment
on all models. Compare Dodge Full Time
Power Steering with other types that -cut
in and out." You be the judge!
In traffic —compare the eate and
simplicity of Dodge Push-Button Torque-
flite. A touch of a button controls oil driv.
ing ranges Compare the greater visibility
in a Dodge from every angle—front, sides
and rear. You be the judge)
There's a big diftrbnce in this Swept-Wing 58 Dodge and
other cars on the road. A big and wonderful difference in the
way it rides, handles and responds. That's why you really
should "Take the wheel . . . Get the Swept-Wit-4 feet" befOre
you decide on any new 1958 car. ActuallY take a Dodge and
drive it yourself. Compare it on any basis you want. You be
the judge. Just name the time and we'lliturn over the keys.
In thin iauiph—Compare the way
Dodge Oriflow Shock Absorbers, a rugged
box-section frame and thick rubber cush-
ions, soak up the bumps. Compare the
surer stops you get with new-design Total-
Cantor.' Brakes. You be the judge'
SWEPT-WING 58
Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 SOUTH 4th STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Farm News and Other Items of Interest to Our
FARM PAGE
Readers in the Rural Areas and Communities of Calloway County
From Eastern
Kentucky
Sub-Station -
(A report on research. activities,
and views of the Experiment
Substation staff at Quicksand,
Breathitt County)
Activities are continuing with
the sawmill and related equip-
ment. The small circle sawmill
is being used for research, dem-
onstration, And utilization pur-
poses. in the line of research
a pfoject just has been completed,
with the Berea forest research
center cooperating in damage to
s:anding timber by insects.
Demonstrations of good cutting
o. practices and sawing techniques
are being set up. Th..'
,n the 14,500 acre forest is
being done in a systematic way,
covering each block in succession
to improve the stand quality M
respect to desirable species and
individual characteristics. Logging
is being done by a selective
.)stem that takes only the less
&eel-fable' species, and individuals
of poor form and growth. This
program eventually will get, the
forest on a sustained-yield con-
dition of essentially even-aged
stands by compartments.
The logs are being graded and
sawed to produce the most lum-
ber of the highest possible grade.
Records are being kept of the
cruise tally and log tally, and
the tally of the lumber actually
produced. to find per cent of
defect and actual amount of the
logs lost in sawing.
The lumber produced is being
used by the Substation and the
serious departments of the Lni-
Nor,' v
WHAT CAN'T GROW,OUT ,
CAN GROW UP
r
/Short 
on_ 
garden space? Don't
`let it defeat your gardenir.g,
plans. Take a leaf out of the
book of New York city, if you
can't grow out . . . grow up.
13e an aerial gardener. ,
10 Beans and peas, those most
:popular of ,vegetables, can be
grown on vertical supports
which are very economical in
garden space In comparison.
'tsiich trailers as cucumbers and
!squash need plenty cf room tc
'grow outward.
00 Pole beans are later-growingand require a longer season to
!mature. Plant them when the
'weather is settled and the
ground is warm. Strong six-foot
poles should be set two to three
feet apart. For each hill of
beans plant six to eight seeds,
later thinning to the four
-strongest. Beans will cling to
the poles without being tied.
0 There are several ts-pes of
pole beans from which to
choose. Blue Lake is of excel-
lent quality, blue purple when
on the vine and turns bright
green when cooked. Perhaps,
the best known poi* bean is
Kentucky Wonder which will
bear an summer if the beano
are kept picked. For those who
prefer wax beans. flake are
varieties to grow Ott puke,
bi• The Scarlet Runner bean is
grown chiefly' for ornamental
purposes as the large scarlet
blossoms are very attractive.
The beans may be used as shell
,beans. A real curiosity is the
Vrard Long bean which bears
pods IS to 2S inches long and is
of ed.ble quality if picked wren
young.
0 Horne grown peas can't be
equaled by store bought peas
for delicious flavor. They should
te picked when young as should
beans. Don't forego this plea-
sure thinking that it is false
economy _ to pick them when
small.
Plant peas early so that they
mature before hot weather und
drought. This means scnetng
seed just as soon as the ground
can be worked in spring. When
preparing the soil for both peas
oearo use a genera* hand-
-fur- of fertilizer T-( 5-10-10)Tto-
each seven feet of row and
ilIke in thoroughly. If soil is
dry, water thoroughly a .day
previous to planUng.
Sow peas two inches deep
and two inches apart in a row
or use twin rows six inches
apart with a support between.
No support is needed for the
low varieties but greater pro-
duction will be had from the
taller supported types. The
choice of support is largely a
matter of personal preference.
Twiggy brush serves wry well.
Pieces should be fairly stout
with many phort side branches.
These are placed close together
in the row 'before 'planting.
Chicken wire makes a neat and
• firm support Space one-inch
pipes. six feet tall, at either
' end of the row and every eight
feet between. Tit the chicken
wire to the pipes
! When pea vines are twelve
inches tall. tie with soft twine
to the wire. To do this tie
. string to the end of the pipe.
Then walk along the row and
about every four feet loop the
string to the wire, and pull
tight and tie This will support
the vines until they take hold
of the wire themselves. Pipes
arid wires should be taken down
' after the last picking and stored
under cover. If you do this.
they will last for years., -
Polls Set For June 20 Vote
On The 1958 Wheat Quota
Votritg places for the referen- allotments at about $1.20 per
dum to be held June 20 on bushel, or 50 per cent of pal ity.
marketing quotas for the 1959
wheat crop were announced to-
eminders ForMan, County Agricultural Stabili-day by Eulis Goodwin, Chair-
ration and Conservation Com-
mittee. The location is the Cello- Th
way ASC Office, Murray.
Eligible voters may cast their 
e omeH 
ballots at their local polling
place any time betvaleen the
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
on June 20, the Chairman said.
Farmers who are eligible to
vote in the wheat quota refer-
endum are all those who in
1959 will have more than 15
acres of wheat for harvest as
grain on a farm, except those
who are participating in the 1958
feed wheat program. Feed wheat
participants a r e permitted to
grow up to 30 acres of wheat
for use only on the farm where
grown. without being subject to
marketing quota penalties.
If at least two-thirds of the.
growers who vote in the referen-
dum approve the quotas, they
will remain in effect for 1959-
crop wheat and price support
will be available to farmers who
comply with their farm wheat
allotments at a national average
of not less than $1.81 per bushel,
or 75 per cent of parity. Farmers
who exceed the larger of the
farm allotment of 15 acres will
be*subject to a marketing penalty
of 45 per cent of the wheat
parity price on their "excess"
wheat, and if the excess is not
stored or delivered to the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, the excess
acreage will not be considered
in setting future allotments.
If 'le quotas are not approved
by at least two-thirds of the
growers voting. thee will not be
in effect. -and- Price support will
be available to farmer*, who
comply with their farm wheat
•
Southern'States
A Dependable
BALER TWINE
• Iat an Economical 'price
e
-do '
• Uniform—Evenly spun with no thick-spots to-jam,
knotter or needle eye. No thin spots to break.
411 Strong-295 lb:10'erage tensile strength. Far less
breakage in the field. • -
• Free-Runaiag=Keeps rig-ht.-up—with high -speed
of baler. Won't collapse or tangle.
• Goes Farther-1A hale of Black Stallion - will 'ties
14 tons of hay in 65 lb. bales.
I .0 . •
• Chemically Treated—Rekls insects and rodent&
;You will be agreeably surprised --at-the--e—cOnomiral
price of Southern States Black.Stallion baler_twine. .
,Why not order your needs right away.
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOC. INC.
YOUR SOUTHERN STATES EDOPERAIIVE4110111%;,4(JEN(01.
C •
Defrosting Of
Freezer Is
Timely Task
If the frost on your home
freezer is a haltillach 'thick, this
may be the best time to defrost
it. Ordinarily, it is a job to be
done once or twice a year, and
the frozen food supply at this
season is relatively low, says
UK Extension food specialists.
The simplest plan is to scrape
the frosted surfaces while the
freezer is in operation, moving
the food packages from one part
of the refrigerator to another
if there is room.
A broad stiff spatula. a putty
knife, a wooden paddle. or a
special tool can be bought for
this purpose. may be used, the
frost being caught On a card-
beprd as it is scraped off. Or
you may collect it front the
bottom of the freezer with
dustpan and whisk broom. o'"
If the deposit of frost centains
ice, or a complete job of .cleaning
is necessary, this method is sug-
gested: 
Disconnect t h e/reezer and
place all packages on trays or
in baskets that' have been thor-
oqghly chiLled in the freezer.
Pile the packages compactly, and
cover with a chilled blanket or
newspa'pers. -
Spiape off as much -frost as
risible from the freezer liningo reduce the amount of melting
necessary. An electric fan placed
so that it blows room air .into
the freezer and cold air out will
hasten the melting. Cold water
(neyer hot) can be run over the
refrigerated surfaces, but the
necessary Mopping up of it adds
to the chore.
• Removing the melting forst and
ice as they melt, but avoid using
a sharp tool that might damage
the liner surface or coils.
To wash the liner, use a
tablespoon of baking soda tar a
quart of luke warm water, then
wipe off with a cloth wrung fr.rr
clear water. Wash the gaskL '
with soap and water, then rino-
Connect the freezer and let it
run a half-hour to bring the
temperature down before putting
thh food back into it.
STANDON. Mo. (UPI) ' —Dr.
"eigrnund Spae•te named to Over-
'ee muieal isr rains at the 100
million year old Meramee Cav-
erns, has. banned a recent in-
novation. "'There'll be rock but
no roll in this cave," he declar-
ed.
Gardener
Prof. N. R. Elliott, UK Exten-
sion horticulturist, offers these
timely reminders for home gar-
deners:
NEW SODDED AREAS should
not be cut with a lawn mower
until early fall if the grass is
to establish a good root system.
Mowing sod the first season may
kill it, Mr. Elliott warned. If
the grass goes to seed, cut it
with a sickle, then is September
use the mower to even it up
before winter.
PRUNING FLOWER I NG
SHRUBS correctly may make the
difference between having at-
tractive shrubs for several years
arid having to replace them freq-
uently at considerable cost. A
flowering shrub should never be
rounded-up or "bobbed." thus
clestroying the flower buds for
next spring and its natural shape.
Immediately after a shr ub
finishes blooming, thin out about
one-fourth LI the old canes, cut-
ting them to within 2 inches of
the crown. It is then a simple
matter to work out the old caries
through the top of the plant.
This plan should be repeated
every spring.
•-o 
'FORSYTHIAS or other shrubs
that failed to bloom are suffering
from' want of food in '4he")na-
jority of cases, said Mr.' Elliott.
lie recommends spreading from
1 to Ile pounds of complete
fertilizer around each plant, such
as 6-8-6, 8-8-8, 10-10-10, or
12-12-12. Treated now, a luxu-
riant amount of bloom is almost
assured another season, provided
the flower buds are not trimmed
off in care1ess pruning. •
BE PREPARED TO CONTROL
diseases and insects in the flow-
er garden. Insects multiply very
rapidly. and are easiest to con-
trol when they first' appear.
Several satisfactory dusts that
control both diseases and insects
on flowers and roses are on the
market. If a spray is -preferred„,
select one that contains male-
thion. a good control against
chewing insects.
Tendency Toward Smaller Size Cigarettes Is Seen
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Special) —
U.S. cigarette manufacturers have
shown a recent trend toward
production of-a smaller-size cig-
arette.
That's one of the findings of
the Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
periment Station's agronomy de-
partment. Drs. R. B. Griffith and
G. T. Webster recently concluded
an 18-month study of American
cigarettes to determine cigarette
size and composition. Full details
of the study are in the current
issue of the Kentucky Research
quarterly, off the press today.
Here's a rundown on t h e
Study's findings:
1. Cigarette size—circumference
(distance around the cigarette)
—had a tendency to decrease
during the period of the study
(July 1956 - January 1958).
2. Introduction of the flip-top
box brought out in 1956 reduced
the amount of tobacco used in
each cigarette. This box is small-
er than the king-size "soft"
package: its cigarettes are shorter
and not so big around.
3. Some king-size and regular
cigarettes (non-filter types) have
decreased in circumference.
4 Cigarette cenipenice now-
able to use materials which
formerly were considered waste,
including stems. etc.
5. Manufacturers can control or
regulate the nicotine content of
cigarettes.
6. Manufacturers can vary 'he
blend in numerous ways. depend-
ing on the tobaccos available and
the companies' desires, to end
up with a cigarette of desirable
smoking quality.
The I8-month study, conducted
to determine average composition
of American cestarettes. was fi-
nanced jointly by the Kentucky
Department of Economic Deve-
lopment and the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative Association.
The study indicated, however,
that owing to the rapidity with
which manufacturers have chang-ol
ed their manufacturing orocessess.
etc., the results of the study
are true only for the period of
the giddy.
Here are the detailed findings
by category:
Cigarette size and quality of
tobacco: The standard, traditional
cigarette—called the regular—is
70 millimeters long (about 27
inches). The king-size regular
(non-filter) was standardized at
85 millimeters and contained
about 15 per cent more tobacco
than the traditional regular. In
1956, the king-size filter cigarette,
(a relative newcomer to the
trade) was 85 millimeters long
and contained more tobacco than
the regular-size cigarette. Cir-
iClianging Times Are Noted in Dairy
!Nrming-is Automation Takes Over
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
ems Mint pickups sren't what they used to be on many dairy farms, as the
above photograph shows. In fact the whole business of milking is under-
going some pretty radical changes as automation gradually comes to
agriculture.
I Let's look inside this milkhc,use and rated distribution panel, and is con-
see what goes on. Fasti the farmer sleeted for 120/240 volt service. Feed-
ers from the electrical load centler-••'
a yard pole In this case—are two
Stes and one #6. Because the milk
cooler is of the ice bank type, #12
wire may be used throughout the
structure. If a direct expansion milk
cooler were used, larger size wire
might be needed because of the
heavier motor !had involved. Actual-
ly, most recommendations for Demise
for a direct expansion milk cooler
might call for two #10 wires if all of
the motors on the cooler are con-
nected for 240 volt service. If both
120 and 240 volt motors are used,
then one #12 and two #10 wires are
heeded. In the case of the ice
bank cooler, general recommenda-
tions would be three #12 wires if the
equipment is designed for 120/240
volt service, and two #12 wires if all
of the motors are connected for 340
volt service. j
has gone about as far as he can with
present equipment in his efforts to
handle milking chores the easy way.
Milk is "delivered" to a bulk milk
cooler in,the milk house via a pipe
line milket. Here. It is automatically
cooled and held at the proper tem-
perature until a tank truck arrives,
as illustrated, to draw it from the tank
and take it to the receiving station.
The milk house is adequately wired
and well lighted, with illumination
based on • formula of two watts per
square foot of floor area. Lighting
outlets are located over each work
area with all lights being controlled
by wall switches. In addition to the
milk cooler, equipment includes an
electric water heater, space heater
and ventilating fan. In cold weather,
heat lamps provide "spot" instanta-
neous warmth in wash-up areas.
e The milk house has a 60 ampere
cumference of most cigarettes,
regardless of length, was about
26.5 millimeters.
Then,- marmfacturers- increased
the filter length 5 to 7 milli-
meters in the king-size filters,
and reduced the circumference.
As a result, king-size filters in
1957 had from 3 to 6 per cent
less tobacco than the standard
regular - size cigarette. But, it
contained essentially the same
quantity of tobacco as smaller-
diameter, regular-length cigaret-
tes bought near the end of the
study. This means that diameters
of the regulars in some cases
also had been reduced during the
study.
Introduction of the flip-top
(hard-top) box reduced sizes still
more. Cigarette lengths went
down to 80 millimeters, and the
circumference ...was decreased to
as low as 25 millimeters.
This combination— filter - end,
flip-box cigarette which was
smaller around and had a shorter
"tobacco-column" length—result-
ed in use of 14 to 19 per cent
less tobacco than used for an
equivalent number of the tra-
ditional regular cigarettes.
ftsconstituied Tobacco: T
process, plus the use of stem
materials "direct," was probably
responsible foe the major increase
in number of cigarettes that
could be produced from a pound'
of tobacco prior to 1957. How-
ever. at the start of 4957, the
use of the flip-top box (with its
shorter, smaller-around cigaret-
tes) took over as the main reason
far increased "manufacturing ef-
ficiency."
The reconstruction process con-
sists of grinding tobacco", into
fine patriclee, -forming them into
a continuous sheet and then
cutting them into tobacco shreds.
Three of the companies checked
in .he study were found to use
the process on a relatively large
teal e: experimental quantities
were found in the cigarettes of
two other firms.
The reconstitution._ process is
helpful because it uses parts—
principally stems—that formerly
were wasted.' It also allows man-
ufacturers to controletheir blends
(mixtures) mbre exactly. Third,
it makes for "cigarette homo-
geneity"; this is a technical way
of saying the different types of
tobacco used in a single cigarette
are distributed more evenly
throughout the length of that
cigarette.
Largest quantity of reccmsti-
_a
'tilted material was in filter seemed to control the use of
cigarettes, though it was also
in significant amounts in regular
/xi' king-size' (non-filter)- types.
The use ran from one to 20
per cent, deeending on brand and
date of manufacture.
The study pointers out that
use of reconstituted materials is
considered a dilution process.
Stem materials, for instance, are
very low In nicotine content; add-
ing them, (in the reconstitution
process) dilutes the main body;
thus, stems added to tobacco
stronger and higher in nicotine
content (than ,actually desired
from the manufacturing stand-
point) reduce the nicotine content
of the finished product.
Some companies NOT using the
reconstitution process, however,
use stem material "direct." This
use varied from two to -'15 per
cent of the material formerly
considered waste, the study said.
Blend Composition: There was
a tendency toward increase in
the use of reconstituted tobacco,
and in direct utilization of stem
material, the st udy disclosed.
Likewise, use of Turkish (aroma-
tic) iobacres, tended to increase.
Consistent trends in use of
burley and flue-cured tobaccos
were NOT obvious, the research-
ers said. Company preference
these two types. One company
started- using,- during--the at/Al—
a large amount et burley wh
another company reducid its bur-
ley content.
Most companies averaged about
30 per cent burley in cigarettes,
but the total use-range was from
20 to 40 per cent. Flue-cured
varied from 30 to 50 per cent of
the total weight of the tobacco.
Chemical Properties of Cigar*,
tea: In general, the tested cigarcIft
tes ranged from 1.8 to 2.4 per
cent nicotine. Companies appar-
ently were carefully regulating
the nicotine content by parying
their blends. Sugar content varied
among companies but in the
overall test remained at a fairly
constant average.
Quality of Tobaccos in Filter
Smokes:: No evidence was UAW
in chemical or separation studlgs
to support the common belief
a stronger, lower-quality tobacco
is required for production of .
filter cigarettes, the study noted.
"Separated fractions from regul-
ar. Ain-it-size or filler aiarettes
produced by any one of the
companies were very similar in
physical appearance and had es-
sentially the same chemical an-
alysis," the study concluded.
Murray Livestock Co.
— MARKET REPORT !I--
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
June 10, 1958
TOTAL HEAD 729
Good Quality Fat Steers $24.00-26.00
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle 20.00-23.50
Baby Beeves  24.00-27.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type  18.00-19.00
Canners and Cutters  10.00-17.50
Bulls   22.50 down
VEALS —
• Fancy Veal.
No. / Veals 
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts
tIOGS —
180 to 240 pounds  22.25
 27.50
25.50
24.70
7%50-22.50
•
•
Only All Jersey Milk
Has ALL the Extras!
ONLY SUNBURST
HAS PURE ALL JERSEY MILK
More Protein - More Calcium
More Phosphorus - More Milk
Sugar - More Food Energy,.,
Than Any Other Milk!!
The extra vitamins and minerals
found in SUNBURST ALL- JERSEY
MILK means better taste, better nutri-
tion and better health. •
All these extras, hii a butterfat
content tailored to today' S diet habits
is the reason the demand for All Jersey
Milk is growing everyday.
MILK
Is Your Best Buy In Food
SUNBURST ALL JERSEY
Is Your Best Buy In Milk
•
Ryan Milk Company •
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Services Offered
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
sEllect, Mayfield 433, Union City
OJ-5-.381. N15C
All kinds of cement work done,
first class finisher. Driveways,
walks, etc. Home Comfort Com-
pany, 108 South 12th street.
Phone 1303. June 19-C
Mattresses Rebuilt Liar new.
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
1
 aducsh, Ky. Murray represen-
tive Tabens Upholstery Shop
1 N tird. Phone 549. TPC
Tens aluminum storm windows,
self storing, and one door $199
installed. Home Comfort Com-
pany, 108 South 12th. street.
Phone 1303. June 14-C
Eradicate Prevent
clE(
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
- Licensed & Insured -
SAM KELLEY
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
NOTICE
HEAR MEDEARIS At-Seventh
and Poplar 'Church of Christ
beginning Sunday, June 15 thru
Sunday, June 22. 6-16-C
/HURSDAY Afternoons we .are
.ven! Pt'b a good time to shut,
t Stark's Hardware, 12th and
Poplar. TIC
SPENCER Foundation and Bra
designed individually for you. At
special introductory price. Limit-
ed time only. Mrs. Nix Harris,
1307 Farris Ave., Murray, Ky.,
Phone 231-M. June 13-P
HEAR MEDEARIS!
6-16-C
FOR RENT
House on Waldrop Drive. Five
rooms, large den, utility. Fire-
place. New Hume. Available June
15. Phone 1627. June 13-C
3-Room duplex 500 Olive,
3-Room duplex 501 Olive,
2-Room apartment, all unfurnish-
ed. Call 33. June 14-C
Nice sleeping room, near college,
fur two ladies, kitchen privileges
available. Call 638-M. 6-16-P
Two Apartments and two sleep-
ing rooms. Phone 1057-W. 203
Woodlawn. 6-113-C
LET US estimate your next
paint jet). First qualify paint
used. All work guaranteed. Nu-
Way Painters. Phone 613-J. Ted
Clack, Mgr. Ju5y1 2C
-
PLUMBING REPAIR, pump and
water heater sales and service.
Call Elroy Sykes, phone 69 diay
or night. July13C
You'll Talk and Talk about it,
but please don't tell the ending
at "Witness For The Prosecution."
Showing Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre. 6-16-C
Three room aparement with priv-
ate entrance, kitchenette, bath.
Located on North 6th street.
Phone 17. 6-18-P
FOR SALE 1
Beautiful brick home, two baths,
three bed rooms, large game
room, two levels, could be easily
cc.nverted into two apartments,
on large wooded lot near college.
G.I. Loan .,owner leaving town.
Phone 2091. 6-16-C
WANTED
Men and Women of Calloway
County who can keep a secret,
to see "Witness For The Prosecu-
tion," The most suspenseful Mo-
tion picture ever made, at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre Sun-
day, Monday and Tuesday. 6-16C
WANTED to buy: Used play pen,
Phone I867-J. 6-16-C
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
By AA. 1$1. . _ "tor
c ou•ser kser ark 44 irs
• L.Sem. • 
Os . inc. Metribetse 
tTe
1 ws
Cli FTER IS
I 019 M RIAAN opened the
'tool ot net warthient
Co line Dutton walked in ana
:ell 'Lois. I nate to bothei you
at this nor. out we're clean out
• or sugar Horace ts frantically
painting. and I've just poured out
emi5 hot coffee for him I won-
iered Why Mr Billings.
what are you doing here,"
"I'll gt4r it for you right away."
Lois said.
rhe officer looked at me, then
looked at Caroline Dutton.
-Billings?" he asked
"Why yes." she said, "Billings.
An art dedier. or a collector
• 
.
That ts I guests he Is He bought
one of my husband's paintings"
Lois Marlow came in from the
kitchen with a cup of sugar. "He
did what' she asked.
The officer was reaching from
his hip pocket, pulling out a worn
leather folder, which he opened
lip shrc,ving his badge. "I'm 640r-
timer Evans," he said. -Stt down.
Tell me about this eoy Billings -
"We don't know much about
him," Caroline' said. "Ho bought
• my hushand's painting. 'Sun Over
The Sahara "
"And your husband?"
"Florets Dutton."
Evans turned to Lols Marlow.
"Just neighbors?" he asked.
-She's George radott's cousin.-
Lon Marlow said
•
•
•
-Well, well, well."
nounced. -And you
man as Billings 7"
"Is there something wrong?"
Caroline Asked.
'- Lots Marlow said AGeoris is
deed. Caroline"
"NOW, lust a minute," Evans
said: whirling swiftly. "I'll do
the talking Now everybody sit
down. Let's get this thing
straight I'm going to ask the
run.stions. I don't want anybody
throwing ennversatIrtn around."
Evans turned to Caroline Dut-
ton "Aa I understand It, this
man bought a painting from your
husband. Fie told you his name
was Fillings. He gave you to
understand he was an art collect-
or Is that right?"
She said, "What's happened to
George?"
-This guy came to your apart-
ment?"
"Yes.... Can you tell me any-
thing about George? What Is It?
What happened?"
"I'm coming to that."
"He was murdered," Lots Mar.
low said
"Damn It! Shut up!" Evans
snapped. "I'm doing this."
He turned back to Caroline.
4 "Now, while this man was in
your apartment, was there any
• •
Evans en-
know this
L LOST & FOUND I
Cock-er Spaniel female puppy,
wearing collar, no 'name plate.
Answers to "Patty". Phone 1885-
W. I tp
NOTICE
The Calloway s-ounty Board of
Educati,n will receive bads in
the office of the CaBoway Coun-
ty h.,o1 Superintendent in the
Court House at Murray, Ky., tsp
until 1000 a.m. on Friday, the
27th day of June, 1958, on the
foHowing work:
1. Plastering on various rooms
at Hazel High School.
2. Brick work on one wall at
Kirksey High School.
S. Bricking the outside of the
auditorium at Faxon Elementary
School.
4. Bricking 2 walls at New
Concord Hien School. Complete
information may be obtathed at
the office of the School Super-
intendent.
SEVEN room house, screened
porches, basement, furnace heat,
well located near College. Phone
1183 after 4 pm. 6-18"-C
TOMATO & pepper piants, home
girown.,,J. R. 1.Ielugin, 402 North
7th St. TFC
NOTICE -.
The Calloway County Board
of Education wlil receive bids
on two 48 passenger and one 60
passenger school bus bodies, in
the office of the Calloway Coun-
ty Sdhool Superintendent in the
Court ,House at Murray, Ky.,
up until 11:00 am, on the 19th
day of Jtin, 1958.
Bid forms may be secured in
the Superintendent's office.
All specificat ions must meet
State requirements.
conversation about Get•rge Ca-
riutt ?"
She shook her head. "I don't
thins so
"What did you talk about?"
-About my husband's paint-
ings. He was very much pleased
with them. He bought thi one,
and virtually agreed to buy an•
°the! one. The point is that he
realty knows his modern art, be-
cause he gave my husband some
tips on his aork, and he's fired
with enthusiasm."
"Nothing was said about
George Cadott?"
She shook her bead.
"Did this men ask your hus-
band to try and get in touch with
C/ItiOt t
"No, he didn't. He talked to
him about some paintings and
about his style of painting. My
husband did talk with George,
but Mi. Billings didn't suggest
it."
"Now, let's get this straight,"
Evans said. "Your husband called
up Gernge Cadott last night?"
"Yes.'
"And this man was there?"
"Yes."
"Listening 7"
"He didn't seem to be listen-
ing. He was talking with me,
but there was no reason why
he couldn't have heard what
my husband said."
"What did your husband say ?"
"Ile told him about the paint-
ings. and-well,_ about selling
the paintings."
''Your husband knew where
Cadott was?"
Tes. of course, George told
him where be was going te be."
"And where was that?"
"At the Roadside Motel at
Vallejo, registered under the
name or Chalmers."
Lots Marlow said, "Goosey!
This Is the detective that-"
"Shut up!" Evans shouted at
bar. "I'll lock you in the bath-
room If you don't keep quiet."
"You have that authority?"
I asked him.
He looked at me and said,
"You're damned right I have,
bright eyes. I'm runnin' this In-
vestigation."
Caroline said, "You mean
that this man, this man Billings,
Is the detective that came up
here front Los Angeles, the one
that-7"
Lots Marlow nodded emphati-
cally.
Caroline turned to me with
hatred stamped over her face.
"You dirty-! You-!"
"Save It!" Evans said to her.
"I can do It better." tie turned
to me. "Now," he said, "ru hear
from you."
"1 thought you wanted to do
all the Calico:4 "
"I did. but I don t."
"Al tar as I'm concerned, keep
on doing it," I toil" rem
messed things op nicely so no.
You may as well stay with it."
His face got red. He strode
over to my chair, hauled back
his fist
simply sat there.
"So," he said. glaring down
at me, -you knew where Caoutt
was all the time?"
''So Cid Lois Mariow,- I said.
-*So did Horace Dutton. So did
Caroline Dutton."
Caroline said to Evans. "You
started to hit him. Go on and
sock him! it s all right with me."
"He dichi't start to hit me Car-
oline," I said, "It was an act they
put on when they think get
them what they want."
"Oh, yeah!" Evans said, swing-
ing back toward me. "I could .."
"Uh•huh!" 1 said. 'I'm going to
my hotel."
"That's what you think, Lam, "
Evans told me.
"That's what I'm thinking,"
said. "Ut course, you have the
right to take me into custody
If you want to, and I have the
right to sue you !or false arrest."
"I don't like your attitude."
"I don't like yours, although
you're doing a lob the best you
can. For your information, you'd
get, further with me by using
the cooperative technique in-
stead aitlikti;trowbeating tactics,
but I se you have your own
style."
"That's right. I'm rough and
I'm tough. The next time I talk
with you, Lam, there won't be
witnesses present."
"Okay," 1 told him. be
seeing you."
I walked out leaving Morti-
mer Evans there with the two
women.
I stopped by the Dutton apart-
ment and pressed the buzzer. I
kept looking over my shoulder
to see if anyone came out of the
Marlow apartment.
No one dirt
At the second ring, Horace
Dutton jerked the door open ilia
face was angry. "Hell's fire!"-
he said. "I'm busy . . . Oh,
hello. Billings"
Be let out the last In the tone
of voice a kid saves for Santa
Claus.
Horace Dutton gets the stir.
prise of his life and Drald is
forced to question his client's
veracity. Die story continues
is this newspaper tomorrow.
Industry In
Russia Is
Changing
By COLETTE BLACKMOORE
MOSCO.W (UPI) - All along
the Soviet consumer goods front
there are small stirrings and new
signs of life.
The newspapers are writing
more than ever about the need
to raise the output and quantity
of evirything from hosiery and
children's shoes to furniture and
television sets.
Soviet leaders are fervently
emphasizing the same things in
their speeches. ' On the lower
levels, factory directors through-1
out the country are consulting
with the new local economic
councils on hoks411Ittranslate these
aspirations into practice.
Mote important than all the
talk, the government has assigned
extra funds to several branches
of light industry.
Recently the Soviet government
announced it would spend an
additional 195 million rubles to
build up the shoe and textile
industries in 1958.
It has assigned 290 million
more rubles to the furniture
industry for this year, due to
the great increase in housing
CAT MOTHERS LITTLE STINKERS-.-A cat at an animal shelter
in Greenville. S. C., exercises net motherhood tnettncte on
11 Utter of baby skunks. The little stinkers' mother was
moving the family and an auto ran over her. A passerby
brought the skunks to the shelter. (DPI Telepitota)
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construction. SANT VARIETY OF SORGHUM turerand day-length factors 09-
Results' Noticeable
Results are beginning to be'
noticeable in the shops, especially
in the big cities, where the
supplies of textiles and refrigera-
tors, radios, TV, washing ma-
chines, bicycles and motorcycles,
cameras and vacuum cleaners are
greater this year than last year.
. Of course newhere are there
anywhere near enough of any
of these items, except perhaps
cameras. Crowds cluster before
the counters when a fresh ship-
ment of goods arrives.
All of these stirrings and signs
of new life are being taken
as an indication that the Khrush-
chev regime gradually intends
to make good its promises for
a higher standard of living.
This is not the first time the
Soviet party has given its ap-
proval to a widely expanded
program of consumer goods pro-
duction,. An emphasis on light
industry was a distinguishing
feature of the Malenkov govern-
ment in 1953. But Malenkov's
plan did not last any longer
than his government.
NOT BEST
Khrushchev and his economic
planners are turning to improv-
ing the amount and quality of
consumer goods production.
Capital Investments Needed
But they also recognize ,that
capital investments are necessary
if there is to be any real ex-
pansion of light industry.
I Sergei Trifonov, a deputy ',min-
ister of domestic trade in the
Soviet Union, is well aware of
the shortages and shortcomings
of Soviet consumer production.
But when a foreign visitor
comes to talk with him in his
office, he tries to emphasize the
positive sides of the subject.
_proudly shows . pictures of
new refrigerators, tour t able
phonographs and tape recorders,
handy little sewing machines,
new good-looking models of TV
sets, and many other items, all
just made or about to be made
for the Soviet shops.
However, as Trifonov admits,
progress will come only gradual-
ly. He said that as long as there
is such a scarcity of consul-tier
goods, installment buying will
not be introduced in the Soviet
Union.
17E FOR SILAGE erated adversely.
In total yields of silage during
a "normal" year. Sart probably
would produce from 18 to 20
tons of silage per acre, Shane
says.
Normal planting time for sor-
ghum is about 10 days to two if
weeks after corn-plenting time.
Soil temperatures should be from
65 to 70 degrees, Shane recom-
mends.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Sart var-
iety of sorghum, usually a good
yielder in silage or sirup produc-
tion, is not the No. 1 recom-
mended type for these purposes,
says James Shane, Kentucky Ex-
periment Station sorghum spec-
ialist.
The reason: Sart is susceptible
to a temperature and day-leng h
combination during the growing
season.
In five-year tests by the sta-
tion, Shane said, only one year
did Sart drop way down in
yields. Presumably the tempera-
Although it lives where wine
ten  are warm anti food is plen-
tiful all year around, the Flori-
da black bear goes through the
same seasv-nal routine as its
northern hrethern. It feeds, fat-
tens and hiberrsates.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 -EN ergreen
tree
4-Lampreys
S-Chart
11-High card
12-0e by water
13-Two-toed
sloth
15-Pawl
17-Succor
11I Proposition
20-Anger
21-Emmet
22-Conju net! on
II-Journey
It. l.ikelv
26-Singing voice
17-Mature
2* - Fru I t reed
es- Employ
SO-Artificial
language
31. Haire
33-S, mho! for
calcium
35-111 what
manner?
16- Born
37 - T,1tceman
(•lancl
13-C trme,it
Re- FriJ I drink
41- HealthY
42-
41- Possess
Pronoun
14-Tavern
45-11re,k let
117-11a ck
47-Sw i tier
50-Comfort
iie.Soare
54 -Pgcs
-roc/lucted
SG-Alight
57-Recent
DOWN
1-Novelty
2-Frozen water
fletroat
4-Slave
s- Dine
s-Chinsse mile
5.544 r•
-1n/ ̂Arilte
art Isle
10-Coloring
matter
14-Unfasten
16- Before
16- Pronoun
21-Attaches
25-Beverage
21-Distant
24-Time gone by
25-River island
26- fleast of
toirden
23-Church behch
23-Southwest-
ern Indiatk.
II -Speck
32-Bishopric
23 - Ninon lain
Pass
114-Simian
35-Part of body
57. Box
34- Rational
25-Common-
place
40-Coral island
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NANCY
I'LL BE CAREFUL
TODAY- IT'S FRIDAY
THE 13 T H
O.̀
•
II
• . •
UP*• w
wow ---
A WALLET
NOW I
FEEL
BLUE
AGAIN
by Raeburn Van Bungs
. I 4 0. - deft 4.4.
Cc,.a .••••• 1,41.4.
ABBIE SLATS
•
YOUTAKE.MV CAR, SLATS,
DEBBIE'LL GIVE ME A LIFT,(...7
THAT WAY WE CAN CRY ON
EACH OTHER'S SHOULDERS!
THAT REMINDS
ME THAT hIT'S
SEVEN WHOLE
MONTHS TILL
CHRISTMAS
INSIDE, LUCRETIA
BORGIA-'100 FLUBBED
THIS LITTLE PLOT,
NOW WE'LL BOTH
60 BYE-BYE:
LIL' ABNER
COWIN PACK!!
W-WHUT DO
HE W-WANT?
EES SEEPAPLE
HE. ATE ̀YOUR
SHOE LACE!!
EET TASTEDTO
HEEM LIKE
SPAGHETTI!!
by Ernie Bushmiller
SLATS- DARLING,
WILL YOU EVER.
FORGIVE ME FOR
THINKING YOU
WANTED TO PUT
YOUR ARMS
AROUND
DEBBIE
ON ONG
C.ONDITION, HONEY.
YOU NEVER TAKE
YOUR ARMS FROM
AROUND ME LONG
ENOUGH FOR ANY
TOMATO TO GET
A ORIP:
• 
ca, 
pp- 
•
1".....""..'""11171111"1611111.641"
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Number One
Diamond Nut
Jeff Chandler
By VERNON SCOTT
United Press International
HOLLYWOOD. (UPI) — Num-
ber one baseball nut in the
movie colony is rugged Jeff
Chandler who follows the for-
eunes of the S a n Francisco
Giants with the entliurasna of
a small boy glued to a knothole.
Whenever possible the gray,
haired actor hies off to Giant
games. climbs into uniform and
works out with the ball -players.
"In the pre-game warmup I
play catch with 'he guys, bat
fungos, and mess aroun in infield
practice." Chandler ISM. "I have-
n't moved into batting practice
ye:. Not in good enough shape.
"The players ge• a kick out
.of it, and it's a real means of
relaxation for me.
"Most of the fans have no
idea that an actor is out on
the field, and I'd just as soon
keen it that way. A lot of
publicity could make me look
prettv hokey."
Though he was born and raised
in Brooklyn. Chandler has been
a Giant fan since childhood. His
Flatbush playmates thought he
was an -eccentric. But Jeff rode
the subway from 'Brooklyn to
Manhattan at every opportunity,
despite the two-hour round trip.
Giants Win Series
"Those were the days of John
-WC-raw. When the -Giants wei-e-4
living high on the hog." he
grinned. "Then in 1933 1 was
the happiest kid in the world.
The Giants won the world -eham-
pionship under ..Bill Terry
sl•I was almost as happy when
the - team moved to the coast.
My close association with the
Giests, began in 1955—the last
Year that Leo Duracher managed
them. Leo invited me • to Phioeellit
for spring training."
Since then Chandler has almost
been a member of the club.
When his movie committments
allinv. he flies to San Francisco
to watch his heroes perform.
"The round trip is stil) about
tato hours, but that nickel sub-
,'ay fare has jumped to 244 for
▪ n'ane tickets." he observed.
'When I'm in 'he East and
the Giants are Playing a tame
in a nearby city I se* .w
manage to get over to catch
them in action.
"It's been a long-time dreem
BOSTON :UPI) —The recently
rediscovered graves of four Con-
federate soldiers were decorated
Saturday for the first time in
history at Ft. Warren in Boston
Harbor. The' men in gray, two
from North Carolina and one
each from Florida and Virginia,
died while imprisoned on the
island.
DRIVING LESSONS
POWNAL. Me. — — The
state of Maine hers started dr.v-
ing inatrucithen classes for some
inmates of the Pneland }Loo-
pier and Training Center, an in-
stitution for the feebierrancled.
Howend G. PLchard n. rate
direetor of driver training, said
the cauraes are being to .nrreages
itra the hiewe I Q bracket who
are near dtscharge
Charles Laughton inteniews Tyrone ower while
Henry Daniell looks iisa in this scene from "Witness
For The Prosecution." This electrifying, suspenseful
thriller has it's first showing in Murray Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday at the Murray Drive-In Thea-
tre.
FATHER'S CHOICE
_
WORLD'S NEWEST ELECTRIC SHAVER
N. w from ssehick—inventors of electric shav-
ing. FULL-CONTACT Head is twice as big..
Hundreds of Built -In- WHISKER GUIDES
gently- smooth skin down and pop whiskers
out. Result: a new kind of shave ,,,deep
"own where your beard begins. Choice of four
f Deluxe travel case. Try it today. Only
oseri1 
014
Murray - Mayfield
of mine to star in a baseball
picture. The big drawback is
the boxoffice. Only two baseball
films ever made money—Pride
of the Yankees' and 'The Monte
Stratton Stay.'
Foreigi4 Market Beat
"Foreign countries aren't inter-
ested in American sports movies,
and that's where pictures have
tc make money these days."
Chandler still regards the
Dodgers as poison. He is happy
11:10
11:15
.1145
2:15
they have followed him West 230
only because it gives him an ano
opportunity to see the 330
more often.
"I may be crazy." jiff can-
shaded. "but I think the Giarts
are going to win the netinan'
this year. All they need is
another good pitcher and they're
in."
Bit partic Tony Curtis has to
learn to play the saxophone for
his orle in "Some Like It Hot".
Actor George Montgomery, hus-
band of Dinah Shore, is a furni-
ture designer and architect on
the side. This week he was
named "Woodmaster of the year"
by the National Lumber Manu-
facturers Assn Only in Holly-
wood department. The MGM
Studio dentist recently left the
lot to open an office close to
Merto. During "opening s week"
of the new place he is dispensing
pink champagne as a mouthwash.
Mickey Rooney. currently filming
"Andy Hardy Comes Home," next
will star in his own prodaKtion
of "Go Home, Ulysses." a musi-
cal.
4:00
4 30
5:04)
3.30
6:30
7:00
800
8:30
990
fe30
10:00
10:05
1290
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
SUNDAY. AM-PM
Morning Devotion
Church in the Home
Sunday Game of the Week
Blackwood Brothers
TBA
Wonders of the World
This 6'
Public Defender
• eth Century
The Last Word
Science Fiction Thea'cr
Laasie
Jack Benny
Ed Sullivan Shoe'
G E Sunday Nigh: l'heatr.
Alfred Hitchcock Itresent•
$54000 Chel'erae
What's My Line
Sunday News
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (MideChri
AM, MONDAY !HRLI FRIDAV
6:40 Morning Devotion
6:45 Speer Family
7:00 Country Junction
890 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 CBS News
8:55 Morning News az. Weather
9:00 Garry Moore
9:30 How Do You Rate
(Except Friday. G•ery Moors'
1000 Arthur Godfrey Time
10:30 Dot to
11:00 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tornoersio
-11:45 The Guiding Ligh
1290 Play Bingo
HONOR CONFEDERATE DEAD 4_ PM,
12:30
1:00
`.30
200
2:30
3 03
5•15
3 30
4.00
5-35
5:45
MONDAY___TH_RtLFRIOAY
As The World Tutiss
Beat The Clock
P:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
a 60 Terry Tell Time
:0:15 Jimmy Dean Show
11.00 Gunfighters
11:45 Baseball Preview
11:55 Game of the Week
San Fran. vs. Philadelphia
PM, SATURDAY
2:30 Coaching Club
American Oaks
3.00 TBA
3.00 Metropolitan Handicap
3:30 The '.'isitor
4.00 The iaig Show
5:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 Death Valley Days
6:30 Perry Mason
7:30 Top Dollar
890 Gale Storm Show a
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
9:00 Gunsmoke
9:30 Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movies
1145 Target You
11:30 Sign Off
College Said
Good Training
For Comics
By FRED DANZIG
United Press International
NEW YORK (UPI) —Without
sassing In Icrock burlesque, the
NO MU FOR 1104deltS—Jamea Aeolic) waits in wise
s/lona'
heat outside his attic apartment in Paterson, N. .1., while
officers Donald Yound (left) and Joseph Esposito look
around for a way to rescue him. Firemen arrived and got
avolio away from the inferno, but not before he suffered
head and back burns (UPI Telephoto)
House Party 
comedy team of Wayne a n d 
Shuster is boosting the advent- Book Sh
The Big Payoff ages of college as a basic trein-
The Verdict Is Yours mg camp for comics.
The Brighter Day 
jThe Secret Storm Shunter. alumni of the Uniser- .
'tl"Y WaYne alid ?rank Money Making
The Edge of Nip's! sity :if Toronto. have graduated 
.
The Big Show
Newseeai
Doug Edwards & News
PM, MONDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
7.00 Burns and Allen
7.30 Talent Sec uts
6:00 Danny Thomas Show
8:30 December Bride,'
9-00 Studio Oni in Hollywoon
10-00 Shell Big News
tn• In Weathervane
Mit Million Dollar Movies
1290 Sign Off (Midnight)
a-no
630
7.00
7:30
, ROO
R-.30
9 645
9.30
101:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
800
8:30
9-00
10:00
1010
10:15
12:00
zuESOACY
Poiseye and Feienda
Name That Tune
Mr Adams and Eve
Adorn Playhouse
To Tell The Troth
Red Skelton Show
$84 000 Question
Frontier
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Iiiidnighti
PM, wEINESDAY
Sing Along
Leave it to Beaver
The Rig Record
The Mi!..unare
I've Got A Secret
U.S. Steel Hour
Shell Big Newt
Weathervane -
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM. THURSDAY
6.00 Popeye and Fra- nds
6.30 Sgt Preston of :he Yuivai
7:00 Richard Diamond
Pot Detective
7.30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
0:15 Million Dollar Movie
Sign Off (Midnight,
6-00
630
7:00
7:30
a en
8:30
9.00
elo
1000
10.30
'0.40
t(.. 45
2:00
PM, FRIDAY
Popeye and Frienee
Silent Service
Trackdown
Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
Phil Silvers Show
Harbor Command
The Lineup
Person to Person
Playhouse of Stars
Shell Rig News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off ilaildnighti
AM. SATURDAY
7.25 Morning Devotion
7 30 Rough ta.ders
830 Captain Eangar:s)
.sumrnacum laughter with a ter-
,1 ies of soLdle conceived, highly
literate cernedy sketches on 'The ,
Ed Sulaie-an Show." Their ..spoofs
By EL M ER C. WA LZER
before the CHS-rrY carnerie miry
UPI Financial Editor
involve figures such as Caesar
NEW YORK (UPI) — Nineteen
Julius. (not six), Rabeivierre
akespeare. 
hundred and fitly-seven years
Sh 
Wayne, who resemble, Frank
Sirrargra more than he does "the
her" J•ihn Wayne sars the •
OWS
er reri
nor.
'cam's success can be attributed
*a college. He and his partper. He is imortal. living today in
nativee .f T ir mo, maj red in' the book. "The World Is Mine," batty of the general public and
English, studied Latin. and con- published by Fleet Publishing1 in that respect is a valuable
tinued•a lively interest in books. Corp, and he's a big operator
fiction and non-f.ction. after re- I in world markets.
celvirie their degrees. The authors. Clayton Rand and
tteivessity Has Advantaoes Robert Smitley, both economists,
"v-•• keens" said Wayne. selected this Pythagorean philo-
"nese because a goy has a little I sopher to teach prospective spec-
1"/"e51 nIe$TI ulatnrs some lessons in money
Sure' /I's 943cld If a making as it has been done
starts in burlesque Rut „ver the past 2,000 years.
it's not bed to start in a uni-
v 
Apolionius. born to wealth.
er2ThIPY; fitie..e.aer yn. ab Art well educatod and traveled. still
Itie clog tics you study in 0011.ve., travels, and keeps building his
Peonte think if it's longhair. it's fortune aohich today must be a
square. But you mustn't under- sizeable one.
estimata she inaelliseepea yaw And it isn't luck with him.
sesoreao. y ••••‘... s4,eace. lie He studies all situations before
• s- u. out ,,me he invests or speculates. He
ye-- sore., a ji goes where money is to be 
made.
o"---'- e -4-4 .".fle •• 
He knows the ways of men.
debasement, inflation, uf wcam".
deflation,currency   
era-aftran.W"%1:-37re'W:e- .'beroo4.4".4"'Ttni...e.‘t;rdbouert.a 
n-e‘r°and the meaning of boom-bust.
16- Follows Mon•y Ttail
His adventures take him to
The Byzantine Empire at its
height. China in the Tang Dy-
nasty, Peru of the Incas;- Europe
of the Middle Ages, France dur-
ing its wars and inflations. the
United States, and now Indonesia.
He witnessed such speculations
as the Tulip mania, the Mis-
sissippi bubble, the South Sea
bubble, the panics in the United
States from the days of Andrew
Jackson to the big bust of
1929-32.
Money could be made in most
of the periods of his long life
and he took aidvantage of all
the situations after deep study
—and' he usually "cleaned up."
'But even this great phnosopher.
steeped in the wiles of Ithe
world, fell by the wayside Oc-
casionally_
The slip he made in 1929
will give -The old-timers in Wall
Street a kick. Apolloniee had
studied the market carefully and
be. slung with some cronies, had
decidederirtinload at a fat profit.
Lost Fortunes
Then they talked with some
college professors who convinced
the group the market would
remain high. go higher. He and
his pals took their advice, kept
their stock, and lost fortunes.
But he managed to salvage a
few millions and has since built
up his fortune again, preferring
to operate in Pndonesia where
the chances of making "a fast
buck" are said to be better
than in the United States
ironer e *etch an Franz '1C;, fits,
the Czech writer. But Shake-
mere' What's obscure a b t
Shak espearel"
"As Francis Bacon once aid.
'We take all knowledge t be
our province.'" Wayne c m -
meMed.
Use History And Literature
"With all history and litera-
ture to drew upan, we're not
afraid of running dry." sa id
Shuster. This confiderice is re-
eiaurine. Ed Sullivan hope' to
use the team on a rumble of
dozen *Iowa in the next year.or
FO.
Warne and Shuster "earned
'to 25 years ago. vAiril.e in public
rettoryl. "We were always seated
-4-aliaby11c;11y. so we cesillin't
v :el cant other," said Wayne"'
Iciet writ ing and pia yIng in
'rho! . shows, they worked on
school . publications Tana e at ra-
m r mil a r activity c on tt nued
•hrialath crillege and the team
n a radio coffered. great pop-
ularity, and inevitably. a tele-
vision alarm.
Sullivan booked them after
seeing a few kinescopes of their
TV hour.
They say they avoid truble
by wreing all their awn miter-
,—
TO BE IMMORTALIZED IN OILS—These five out-!
standing men in the history of the United States
Senate will be painted by five different artists,'
the portraits to hang in the Senate Reception'
Room at the Capitol. Selected by a special com-
mittee, the former Senators (I. to r.) are: Robert
A_ Taft of Ohio, to be painted by Deane Keller
of Hamden, Conn.; Henry Clay of Kentucky, to
-^
Y.
ago in the year one A.D.. Apol-
lonius of Tyana was born in
the province of Cappadocia, Ara
MI
i a . "We have established a
marvelous rapport between the
Stars and writers. We always
know we're doing our b e a t,
whether we're writing or per-
torn!, said Wayne.
be done by Allyn Cox of Essex, Masao Robert
M. La Follette of Wisconsin, the subject of a
cousin, Chester La Follette of New York; Daniel
Webster of Massachusetts, to be portrayed by
, Adrian Lam!, of New Canaan, Conn., and John C.
, Calhoun of South Carolina, to be a study by Ar-
thur Conrad of Baldwin, Md. The portraits will
I be done after Congress adjourn' for the summer.
Of course, he has missed sev-
eral good markets here since
he's been away
The book displays the gulli-
nudge for the would-be specula-
tor.
Jacques Coe. venerable Wall
Street broker, head of the stock
exchange firm that bears his
name, wrote the foreword.
Coe, now in his 50th year
in Wall Street, always works
on the belief the public is wrong.
He enters the market on the
buying side when the public is
selling, and he sells when the
public is buying
BURBANK. Calif. (UPI) —
Carl (Lucky) Ducky felt like
changing his middle name to-
day. He was informed that his
Irish Hospital Sweepstake ticket
was worth 92S 000. But a frantic
search by himseW, his wife and
their two small children has fail-
ed to turn up the misring ticket.
CHICAGO (UPI) —A motor-
ist out for an early sumrner
drive dad a double take today
when he passed a roadside sign
in suburban Woodstock: "No
wires. no radar. Please drive
carefully "
FRIDAY - • JUNE
Must Gamble
On Stardom
Says Cotton
By JOSEPH COTTEN
Written For UPI
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —When
an actor has been around the
entertainment industry as long
as I have, it's inevitable that
he receive a certain number of
inquiries from eager and aspir-
ing youngsters. Chiefly the y
want to know: "What quality do
you have to have to get ahead
in this business?"
I wish there were some mags.
formula. There obviously isn't.
But if I had to select one single
quality that ,,an actor must have
to survive in this fascenating
though frequently lunatic busi-
ness I'd say: "You bolter be a
gambler."
"11 you're not, you're in trou-
ble."
Soon Sees The Light
The young actor, if he's prac-
tical at all. (and when he can't
the world—or a \vire and kids—
soon makes him so) soon real-
izes as he makes the rounds,
besieges agents, implores p ro -
ducers and reads all theatrical
news avidly looking for that one ,
big break, that his chances for 1
maleng it — for ripening that I
golden dobr to the never-never -
land of success—are pretty slim.
The compeettion is tough, nu-
merous and,_ unfortunately-, often
very talented. .
The odds are staggering. The
conservative soul, dedicated to
playing it safe, who hkes scene
small guarantee that he stands
a fair chance of corning out a
winner, quits show business ear-
ly. It is strictly a prafearsin for
the man with the . gambhng soul.
I am reminded of the young
man from a very good family
whose father came to New Yark
to see him in a play W a
a big success but in which he
had a fast two lines.
Dad Couldn't Understand
After the play his father com-
mented: "1 bent down to pick 117 ,
my program—From tbe floor an
I almost missed your perform-
ance." The actor strugged. H
fathes continued: "You exec,
this to be the springboard '
excess for you. Do you realii
what the odds are of rayon(
reenembertng you front this Ws%
let alone being impressed by
you.,'
The boy smiled and answered
oatly: -Dad. if I wanted good ,
odds I would have gone into the
teror'lvea"rvt. busine" I'verYbAY has I
Of course. like any game .o
&lame. the bigger the o d ii
against you. the bigger the r•
ward if you win.
I guess that's one of the thing'
that keep- young actors. aft,
theY've been rebuffed on a'
inthere pitching the dice,
watching the roulette wheel
turn up all the wrong colors,
but rill placing their bets de-
terminedly.
However, apart freer the un-
deniable 4hr:it .and tiv. material
satisfaction t Ii e player dertves
when lady hick smiles and lb •
notice's arid reviews are good
and there's always a table' a•
Sardi's or Rarnanalfts, we at
stay with the game for the pu
thrill of gLrnibling. Whtizih any
sporting man can understand.
9
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SWEET SORROW—Frosting all
over his face, Ronald Peter-,
son apparently was enjoying
his first birthday cake on the
arrival in New York of the
liner Italia. Something must
have gone amiss and the boy
Is not saying what it is
\motrquimmuff 
0RIVE•141 THEATRE
OPEN 6:30 — START DUSK
TONITE & SAT'DAY
2 ACTION HITS!!
Both in COLOR
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TYRONE
MAMIE DIETRICI
CYRUS MUNN
WITNESS
PROSECUTION
WWI
•
COMING WED.-THUR.
This Is A Special Invitation
For YOU To Attend A
GOSPEL MEETING
At the Seventh & f'ttplar
CHURCH of CHRIST
William D. Medearis
WILLIAM D. MEDEARIS
EVANGELIST
Josiah Darnall  Song Leader
- PLANNED SERMON TOPICS -
Sunday, a.m. "The Ideal Guest in God's House"
Sunday, p.m. "The Prodigal Son"
Monday "The Battle of Armageddon"
Tuesday "Life's Greatest Discovery"
Wednesday   "God's Greatest Experiment"
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